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Do We Have 
Objectives?
Board Asks
Faced wiili a decision 
on a new and radical 
system of budget Hnan- 
eing members of Saanich 
School Board had to ask 
themselves on Monday 
night: “Do we have any 
clear-cut objectives in our 
eduetitional district?”
No decisive reply was 
given to the question.
“ir we have any ob­
jectives.” said Trustee 
\V'..A. Tangye, “they are 
woolytind unclear. “We are 
following routines and 
doing things in this district, 
by custom, long after w'e 
have forgotten what we set 
out do do in the Urst 
place.”
Not quite true, said 
Trustee G.L. Kristianson. 
There was the core 
curriculum which would, in 
the near future, be a guide 
for all teaching. The 
educational system in the 
district and the province 
was moving toward ob­
jectives.
Chairman Ruby may 
Parrott was also optimistic. 
Things were not as gloomy 
as portrayed by Tangye, she 
believed, and a clear target 
was emerging. For that 
reason, she thought, a good 
look .should be taken at the 
new ‘‘bottom-line’’ 
financing plan, and she was 
in favor of a pilot scheme in 
the district.
The discu.ssion arose 
following a report by 
Tangye Who, along with 
Kristianson and the board 
secretary-treasurer, at­
tended a budgeting 
workshop in Vancouver.
Under the new system, 
Tangye said, every dollar 
spent must be accounted 
for. It mattered not if an 
item had been on the book 
for decades. When the new 
system went into effect 
‘must be defended and 
acCO uh ted f or.
“Incremental” budgeting 
was out.
Budget itcnis, such as 
courses, classes and 
whatever in a school 
system, were broken down
in to “decision units” each 
of which had to be 
defended and placed 
vertically in a priority list 
with the least important 
items at the top.
Then, in terms of money 
available and other factors, 
a horizontal line was drawn 
through the list and all 
items above were rejected; 
those below were funded.
When the line was drawn 
it meant that there were no 
longer any alterations in 
that budget and the board 
of deciding body was 
emoved from pressure 
within or from outside.
“It means that there is no 
longer any agonizing or 
soul-searching.” Tangye 
said.
But, he added, there were 
several reasons why such a 
system w^ould never be 
adopted in Saanich School 
District.
“One is that we don’t 
really know what is going 
on and there is no po.ssible 
way we could estimate the 
cost of items which are in 
effect.
“And then there is the 
fact of the people in the 
system who are so used to 
freedom. 1 fear they might 
not be too co-operative 
under the new plan. It 
means, of course, that all 
spending authority would 
be transferred to the 
board,” Tangye said.
“Many of our objectives 
are so wooly,” the trustee 
added saying that a policy 
of clear-cut objectives was a 
prime requirement of the 
new system. This the 
district did . not have. Look 
at the industrial program 
forexample.
-; And,- he . added, there 
would be: no “hobby' 
horses.” : -
Such as the course 
ballet dancing, one trustee 
interjected.
Final decision was to ask 
th staff to prepare, within a 
month, a plan whereby the 
district can consider a pilot 
project for zero-based 
budgeting.
SALVAGE JOB PLANNED 
ON HISTORIC VESSEL
HALFWAY BETWEEN Island View Beach Road and Martindale 
that’s the end of the 30-inch pipeline which is bringing water to the 
Peninsula. The line at this point is following Lochside Drive, road and 
right-of-way, and driving northward at a rate which promises to bring it 






A co-ordinated attack on 
impaired drivers by the 
Sidney, Colwood and 
Sooke RCMP detachments 
resulted in 20 Saanich 
Peninsula drivers being 
fined a total of $45(XJ in 
provincial court last 
Thur.sday.
The Bat mobile was in this 
area two nights between 
August 2.1 and 26 and the 
majority of iho.se drivers 
fined last week were 
delected by the specially 
equipped RCMI’ van.
People convicted earlier 
of impaired driving-related 
offences are: Herbert Mills, 
21.17 Weiler, Sidney, was 
fined $500 for a alcohol 
blood count of over .08; 
Faye Davis, 2190 Amelia 
St., Sidney was fined $400 
for an alcohol blood count 
of over .08; Edward 
Kirmhsy, 587 Birch, North 
Siiitnich, was fined $400 for 
impaired driving; William 
David Urquhart, 2436 
Keating Road, Central 
Saanich, was fined $600 for 
impaired driving.
Peninsula anglers who 
heard recently that new 
fisheries regulations require 
them to keep all salmon 
over 12 inches long didn’t 
hear right.
Rumors circulated 
among local anglers are that 
any grilse, measuring 12 
inche.s from the nose to the 
fork in the tail, cannot be 
released jn anticipation of 
larger prey later in the day. 
Reasoning behind the 
rumor was that there were 
too many small fish 
around.
A spokesman for the 
federal fisheries department 
told The Reyiew this week 
that the rumor is false. The 
new regulation is that any 
angler keeping a grilse 
measuring the minimum of 
12 inches imisi leave the 
head and tail attached in 
case a fisheries officer 
comes along to inspect the 
ciilch.
There have been 
problems with people 
kcc|)iag undcr.si/cd fish and 
culling off the heads and
tails so fisheries officers 
have no way of determining 
the legal size, the 
spokcsriian said.
There is no way federal 
fisheries authorities 
encourage sports fishermen 
to keep small fish. He 
added.
Regulations regarding 
meat lines, downriggers 
w'ith no automatic release 
clip, svere also clarified.
A Victoria newspaper 
recently reported that meat 
lines were outlawed by 
federal fisheries but the 
story was incorrect.
Banning mettt lines is 
under consideration, he 
.said, but, at the present 
lime, they arclcgal.
The regiilation is that 
anglers are permitted to use 
one meat line per 
downrigger. If an angler 
decides to use a fishing rod 
with an aniomalic release 
clip on the downrigger, he 
may not use the same 
downrigger for a meat line.
If a boat isequipped with 
two downriggrs, each one
may- bemused as a; single 
rheat line. Basically, the 
spokesman .said, the rule is 
that only one meat line per 
downrigger is permitted. 
There is no regulation 
restricting the number of 
automatic release clips on a 
downrigger so a boat with 
two downriggers could 
carry one meat line and any 
number of rods on the 
other downrigger.
There isn’t much sport 
for sport fishermen who 
prefer to haul up a salmon 
on a meat line, he said, 
adding that it’s a rather 
“crude” method of 
angling.
“But there are just one 
heck of a lot of guys using 
them,” he said. “You ju,st 
won't believe it.”
It’s the crudcnc.ss of meat 
line fishing that will likely 
lead to their abolition.
“It is supposed to be 
sport fishing,” the 
spokesman said, “anti the 
idea is to use it (a 
downrigger) for that 
purpose.”
A local diving club has 
been given permission by 
the provincial government 
to begin archeological 
e.Ncavations on the wreck of 
the S.S. Iroquois, a steam 
pas.sengcr ship which 
floundered near Sidney on 
April 10, 1911 with an 
estimated loss of 21 lives.
Rimpac Diving Club, 
together with the Van­
couver-based Underwater 
Archeological Society, 
hopes to begin work in a 
cw days, says Chick 
Goodman, spokesman for 
the club.
“It’s a difficult dive,” he 
said, “You have to descend 
about 100 feet and the 
currents are strong. None 
of our people will stay 
down more than 15 or 20 
minutes at that depth.”
Goodman said that while 
he and his group of diving 
experts had been given full 
blessings by the government 
to carry out this work, no 
funds have been made 
available for the exercise. 
Nor had any been sought.
“I’m donating the air for 
the job and the use of my 
diving boat but we would 
sure appreciate any 
donations,” he told The 
Review. “We need another 
$300 or so to pay for 
materials such as polyprop 
rope for laying out the grid 
and special chemicals to 
immerse the artifacts in 
once they are on land.”
Goodman said that 
Sidney Museum would be 
given first choice of all 
items brought to the sur­
face. Those pieces not 
wanted by the museum 
would then ..be offered to 
the Victoria Maritime 
Museum.
Donations may be left at 
the 'TidheY ‘ ReyievY*^; office: 
(telephone 656-1151 );;pT at 
the office of Rimpac 
Divers, 5th Street, 
(telephone 656-6313).
Exact location of the 
wreck, which went down 
half a mile off Shell Island 
near Canoe Cove Pass, has 
been kept a closely-guarded 
secret in order to discourage 
would-be looters of the 
wreck.
“We want to make .sure 
those artifacts go to a 
museum and we don’t want 
people going down there 
and taking things away 
said Goodman.
The divers have already 
locared the boiler, anchor 
and some crockery.
A strong southwest squall 
prevailed when the Iroquois 
left Sidney wharf at 9:10 
a.m. the morning of April 
10, 191 i. The Iroquois 
floundered near Sidney 
with an estimated loss of 21 
lives.
The heavily-laden 
steamer rolled considerably 
from the time she cast off 
her lines, according to a 
Colonist report of the
tragedy.
She listed heavily lo port, 
the cargo shifted and the 
vessel filled wiih svater. tlie 
deckhouse breaking free 
and the hull sinking within 
sight of the wharf where 
residents stood.
On April 11, the toll was 
14 lost - eight passengers 
and six crew - but within 24 
hours the numbei of 
missing and drowned rose 
to21.
Four passengers were 
saved and seven members 
of the crew includitig the 
Captain, Albert A. Scars.
No passenger list w;is 
kept so it w;is uncertain 
exactly how many 
passengers were lost, fhe 
conductor of the V & S 
train said he sold 16 tickets 
to passengers from Vic­
toria, 13 of whom were 
known to board the 
steamer.
Three people decided not
to make the trip because of 
weather conditions.
Most of the women went 
down in the wreck, the 
Colonist reported. “Penned 
in the deckhouse of the 
wrecked steainei , five or six 
women screamed in terror 
while the .sea broke in. 
Survivors who broke out, 
smashing their way through 
w imlows tuid clambering up 
the weather side of the 
inclined deck sttid the
agonizing screams rang in 
their ears.”
The vessel wxis heavily 
loaded — it carried It) tons 
of phosphate fertilizer in 
the bow, feed, bttr iron and 
general merchandise :is well 
as about 30 tons of hay 
piled high on the deck.
Cause of the irtigedy was 
the shifting of freight. 
Captain Se.'irs said when he 
gave evidence at the 
inquest.
Sidney Tax Collections
Despite the resistance of 
taxpayers in Sidney to high 
property levies, collections 
this year are about at the 
same level as in 1977, 
according to tax collector 
Ed Le Clair.
Of a total tow'll tax 
budget of $2,214,824, 85% 
or approximately
$1,918,604 was collected by 
the end of July and, at the 
end of August only 
$275,823 was still 
outstanding. At that time 
the percentage of total 
collection w-as about 86.9.
Due date for taxes is June 
30 after w'hich a five per 
cent penalty is added.
AIRPORT EXPANSION 
STILL YEARS AWAY
Plans are in the mill for 
expansion of the Pat Bay 
airport but final 
construction is still a few 
years down the road.
A $6.9 million budget to 
triple the present terminal is 
still at the concept design 
stage and, while one 
spokesman said it might 
mean completion by 1981, 
another claimed it will more 
likely be 1985.
The present terminal 
building has 14,444 square 
feet of operation space, 
according to Donald 
:Mc Arthur, y act ing 
^up^ryisbr of the, transport 
ministry’s airports bfandii: 
The local airport manager, 
was not available for 
comment this week.
The planned expansion 
win mean international 
traffic can use the airport 




A cheque for $5,(KJO was 
sent to the Town of Sidney 
this week from the 
Provincial Lotteries Fund,
In a covering letter 
Municipal Affairs Minister, 
Hugh Curtis writes that the 
money is' a contribution 
towards “feasibility studies 
for a proposed Sidney 
Breakwater and Marina 
Development.”
The amount, together 
with a contribution from 
the Town of Sidney, the 
federal government and the 
community vdll assist in 
preparation ofstialies.
It also means restaurant 
facilities will be expanded 
and there may be a cocktail 
lounge.
The spokesman stressed 
that designs are hardly even 
at the drawing .stage yet and 
that requirements arc still 
being estimated as well as 
general concepts.
The expansion is based 




u.sing the airport annually 
will at least double in the 
next; 12 years, y 
M c Art hurst at ed so far 
iherc has been no indication 
the project will be affected 
by the rccenll y-announeed
federal government 
austerity program.
Runway expansion has 
been ruled out of the ‘
project and there has been 
no proposal to install radar 
at the terminal.
No decision has been 
made yet, according to 
McArthur, on whether The y 
expansion: woud be in the y: 
form of a new building or if^ Tr 
a second storey would bei ^ fy 
added to the terminal.
The present terminal, 
built in 1964, han(ile.s about
14 domestic flightsja;'day;T:V''-
When it was first built only 
100,000 pa,ssengcrs used the 
facility-each year? By*‘"l972 
the number had jumped to 
just under 300,0po!
Sidney Ceoduck Workers 
Told Not To Rep oil; ^
■rV"”
T w e n r y - f i v e 
employees of Van Necr 
Fishing Ltd., 10210 
Bowerbank Road, 
Sidney, say they have 
been told not lo report 
back lo work.
Firm owner Henry 
Van Necr coud not be 
reached for comment al 
press lime Tuesday but 
the former employees 
indicated lliat Van Necr 
took action against after 
receiving a collective 
letter from cm ploy ces 
li.sling a number of 
grievances.
Mary Bis.son, w'ho has 
been acting as foreman 
of the plant until she was 
given her termination 
notice Tuesrlay nwrning
said to the Review: “1 | 
don’t know how I’m 
going to miikc ends : 
meet,” “1 have two 
small children to look 
after. Many of the other 
workers have rent 
payments coming due 
loo.”':'
She told The Review 
the majority of workers 
at the plant, which 
processes giant clams 
known as gcoducks, had 
been making $3 per 
hour.
There are some 5,000 
pounds of gcoducks 
inside the plaitl; says 
Ms, Bisson, a rcsidcnl of 
Ml. Newton Cross 
Road, which will rot if 
not processed today.
CAPITAL REGION REQUESTS STOP ON HIGHWAY BILLBOARDS
nr'w
a US UNDERWOOD
fhe Council of B.C, 
Indian Chiefs has received a 
letter from the Capital 
Regional District seeking 
co-operation In lefusal 
to allow more advertising 
signs along provincial high­
ways.
A ntolion aiilhoriz.ing the 
letter was approved at a 
recent board nicetiiig. 
Incltideil was a request that 
current contracts for 
blllboaids he terminated.
The action follows a 
proliferiition of signs along 
the Pat Bay Highway on 
Tsawotii Indian lands.
The motion was 
recommended by the 
region’s planning com- 
niillce al liist week’s hoard 
meeiing.
At the same meeiing, 
hoard member George 
Westwood made a motion 
to send a letter of support 
to the I hoinpson-Nicola
region of B.C. (the area 
surrounding Kamloops).
This area’s reptesen- 
latives wrote to the Capital 
Regional District recently 
explaining the local 
I'lrohlem with billboard 
proliferation.
The North .Saanich 
mayor’s motion was 
amended to include a 
rci|uesl that Icllers ex- 
ptessing concern also be 
sent to all businesses iid-
vcriising on billboards and 
to local chambers of 
commerce.
Regional board in- 
fotmaiion officer .lack Fry 
explained members arc 
trying ttS stop "the abuse of 
this type of advertising.’’
The board 1ms little 
power, however, when it 
comes to telling Native 
Indians what they can or 
cannot do with their lands,
A spokesman for the
B.C. Department of High­
ways pointed out that even 
his department is powerless 
when it comes to Indians 
erecting signs to supplement 
their incomes.
He was quick to add that 
the department liiis received 
"co-opcialion from the 
Intlian bands in many cases, 
bu( neither we nor tlie local 
municipalities have any 
control over what they want 
to do.”
The piovincial ilcpar- 
tment has a policy which 
virtually elliminaies 
billbotirds in unorganized 
territories.
Sign regulations prohibit 
any billboards within I0(K) 
feel of the provincial high­
ways in such areas, which 
means they are hardly 
readable and practically 
useless for advertising.
In organized territories 
the dcpiiriincni has no
j It r i sdic t ion 
municipalities and disiticis 
are the bodies which must 
act,''
Ihii when it comes to 
Indian lands the properties 
are exempted even if they lie 
in unorganized territories, 
'fhe btmds inay erect signs 
whereever they like.
In an inicrview la.si week 
(lus Underwood, manager 
of the 'DawoutHand, said
the income froiit billboaid i 
space leasing is helping 
Na 11 ve I nd ia ns 10 become 
sell'-Mipporti'ng,:
“I don't like billboards 
any more thaii die average 
motorist,’* he said,“bill I 
have a responsibility to look 
after band mcaiber.s and if 
that involves pulling up 
billboards for a short 
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Central Saanich Bylaw 
Will Keep Area “Nice’
STUDENT CANOE TRIP CLOSELY 
REGULATED SCHOOL BOARD TOLD
Aid. George MacFarlane, 
chairman of council’s 
subdivision and zoning 
committee, was happy with 
council’s unanimous 
acceptance of By-Law No. 
543 at F'riday morning’s 
meeting. The subdivision 
bylaw deals with increased 
lot size in the R3 zone in 
Brentwood.
“I’m glad council is
going along with this 
because, it complies with 
the wishes of the people in 
Brentwood which is one of 
the nicest areas on the 
peninsula and 1 hope we 
will do everything possible 
to keep it that way,’’ said 
Mac Farlane.
“The people who have 




1660 Mills Rd., Sidney 
Sat., Sept. 23, 1978 
9:00 p.tn. to 12:30 
THKORGANAIRFS
Tickets ;il tlie Bitr, $2.00 EACH 
Door Fri/es - Costume Pri/es 
l.ieht I,(inch Available
and put work and loving 
care into their homes and 
gardens,” he continued. 
“This bylaw is going to 
meet their rcciuircmcnts and 
also allow the retired couple 
to build a one-bedroom 
house or the young, 
starting-out couple to build 
a little house if they wish.”
Mayor Jean Butler in 
support of the bylaw said 
that she felt it met the 
reciuest of the peo|4e giving 
them “elbow room” 
iind letting tliem have room 
for expansion” in tlicse 
affottlable houses.”
Aid. I'rtink Waring was 
liitpiiy with the change. He 
was alsc> glad lo see that the 
zoning byhiw itself lunl not 
been elmnged in llml the 
house size in K.3 zone w;is 
still it minimunt of 860 
.sc|Uiuo feet.
In complying with a 
recommendation by Aid. 
Willing ill a previous 
committee meeting Aid. 
Macl-'arlane prcpiircd a 
detailed rcpoii on the 
effects of By-l.aw 543 on 
potential lots within the R3 
zone W'hich appears only in 
the Brentwood Core area.
Macl-'arlane’s report 
showed: 99.5 per cent of 
subdividablc pioperlies 
have frontiigc of 70 feet or 
larger therefore individual 
owners remain able to 
obtain one lot or more; •• 
250-foot frontage is 
common frontage of 
existing parcels, which 
when divided into frontages 
of 59.05 feet, represents 4.2 
lots, how'ever, w’hen 
increased to 68.89 foot
frontage will produce 3.6 
lots...Available land for 
subdivi.sion has an 
estimated total frontage of 
14.290 lineal feet, 
therefore; (a) developed 
with 68.89-foot frontage-a 
potential of 207 lots; (b) 
developed with 59.05-foot 
fronlagc-a potential of 242 
lots. The potcntitil loss of 
lots in this zone totals 35 or 
14.5 per cent.
The report further 
showed that loss to the 
municipality from the 
potenlitil loss of these 35 
lots would be tiround 
$27,(MX). This amount is on 
combined viilues of lot and 
12(K) stiuare foot house, 
baseil on 1978 mill rate, and 
excludes loss of sewer ami 
watei levenues, etc.
Residential lot size 
categories listed in the 
report arc: R1 zone, 
minimum lot size 8,392 
stiuare feet and minimum 
floor tirca 1,076 stiuare feet; 
R2 zone, 7101 stiuare feel 
minimum lot size and 968.4 
stiuare feet miniitumi floor 
area; R3 zone 710! square 
feet minimum lot size and 
860.8 square feet minimum 
tloor area. The minimum 
frontage in all three zones is 
68.89 feet as set out in the 
amended bylaw.
Aid. McFarlanc indicated 
that he believed no serious 
. impact would result from 
proposed minimum lot size 
alteriition, while retention 
of the R3 Zone permitted 
the variation of minimum 
dwelling unit size from that 
ofthc R2 or R1 zones.
With the .Inly Fiaslern 
boating tragedy in mind 
when one adult and 12 
students were drowned in 
Lake T c in i s k a m i n g , 
members of the Saanich 
School Board wanted 
explicit information on 
Monday night about a 
Parkland Secondary School 
canoe trip planned for the 
weekend of September 30.
Eight canoes will make 
the trip with two persons in 
each, 14 students and two 
adult staff people. 
Destination is Hobbiton 
Lake (Nitinat). Departure 
date is September 28 and 
the party will icturn on
$8 DROP 
SEEN
Central Saanich residents 
can see an $8 reduction in 
their water hills if a water 
rale amemlmeiit bylaw is 
approvcti by the provincial 
municipal afftiirs 
department.
Chairman of water 
committee, .Aid. Dave Hill 
pointed out that this bylaw 
would accelerate matters so 
that the citizens of the 
municipality- could benefit 
immediately from the $3 
million Saanich Peninsula 
Water Assistance Fund.
October 1.
Teacher Robin Hay, in 
reply to questions, said that 
all canoeists would be 
wearing warm, loose 
clothing along with life- 
j tickets. Hypothermia 
(lueslion (death by exposure 
through reduction of body 
icniiierature) had been 
discussed and students were 
well aware of the problems. 
At no time would the route 
to be followed be more than 
20 yards- from the shore and 
there would be no mid-dtiy 
iravclling on Nitinat Lake 
when the wind was at its 
highest.
All people on the trip 
have htid ctinoeing 
expciience. Hay stiid, some 
of them in while watei.
“I’m not at all sure tlml
this isn’t one of those junk 
cour.ses but it seems to have 
value and it’s going lo take 
place anyway so we might 
as well approve,” said 
Trustee .1 ..I. Armstrong.
It was explained to 
Armstrong that the trip was 
part of an outdoor 
education course which had 
been approved by the board 
and that it had been in 
oireration for the last four 
years.
This also applied to a 
C1 a r c m o n I Secondary 
School field trip which was 
taking place on November 
11 to China Beach. 1’ was a 
hike and 21 students were 
pariieipaiing.
“One of the unique 
things about living in 
British Columbia is that one
can leave the centre of town 
and, in 10 minutes or more, 
be in total wilderne.ss. 
'There’s no doubt that
students should be taught lo 
look after themselves under 
such conditions,” said 
Trustee Kristianson.
ISLAND FURNITURE MART LTD.
Automatic Portable Dishwasher. 
Admiral's most deluxe with cutting hoard 
top, $379.00.
PIONEER GIRLS opening with
”Pow Wow”
Tues., Sept. 26 - 6:30 p.m. 
Sidney Bible Chapel
Across from Capital Market on 5lh St.








LTxcellcni opportunity to earn above average income, 
l ull fringe benefits include group life, dental, 
disability pension & drug plan. Must have a 
successful employment background, not necessarily 
in sales as full training will be given. An established 
clientele provided. This is an outstanding challenge 
with opportunity lo progress into a managerial 
position. Only those with high integrity need apply.
Please .Send Resume To Box R,
The Sidney Review 
Box 2070, Sidney, B.C. V8L 3S5
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We can
IF so WHY NOT 
SHARE IT WITH 
REVIEW READERS 
BY TELEPHONING 
PAT MURPHY AT 656-1151
Copters
Some 12 id 15 “Huey” 
helicopfcis will fly in from 
the United Stales and over 
the. Saanich Peninsula on 
Friday evening in 
conjunction with a joint 
Hcli-Borne Exercise of 
.Canadian and American
Reserve Forces in the 
Nanaimo area on the 
weekend.
The Service ’‘H” 
(U..H. 1. B.) helicopters, 
manned by the 541st Attack 
Helicopter G o m p a n y
(W ash ing t on A rm y Rescrv e 
NationaTGuard), from Fort 
l.ewis. Wash., under the 
command of Nlajor pick 
. Erwin, of Olympia, will set 
Tdosyn : alT’ 'Victoria 
. i n’t e r It a t i d n a 1 A i r p o r l 
around 8:30 p.m.', weather 
permitting, for refueling 
before proceeding up 
island. 'The american unit 
will be joined at Nanaimo 
by the Canadian Scottish 
Regiment (Princess Mary’.s) 
undci the command of Ll. 
Col. Dave Osland of North 
Saanich.
Ihe Canadian Scottish 
Regiment will have about 
150 reservists, many 
univeisily and high school 
students, taking part with 
70 from Greater Victoria 
arcii and the rest from Up 
Island points.
Familiarization flights 
will be held Saturday w'iih 
both Units working out of 
the helicopters.
lEs a ncw.programnie of the British Co- 
liiinbia Minisln' of Miinicipal /\ffaii;s and 
Uiousiiig to help faitiilioshuy their first mod­
erately': priced home. 1 lomeiOWnership can 
’ he an importtmt basis ford family life and 
' this 'prttgrdmme is desigiiedhi) create ;i hi- 
vourable environment in which to raise onr 
fiiUire citizens in the "familyJiome".
Ifs ;i bi<’step, particularly for tt young 
family. We’d like to make it easier with a 
(jrani worth S2.5()() for lamilies buying their 
;first home. You can clioose which form of 
payment suits yon best;
OPTION 1 S52.50 per month for live 
yetns (o reduce your mon­
thly mmigage payments.
Dll:
OUriON 2 Tump sum payment tif 
$2.it)() to retluee your first 
mortgage.
I lore’s how it works. Ifyou're a family with 
at least one dependent child under age 19, 
and you're buying your first home, you could 
-be eligible to receive the Grant in whichever 
of the above options suits you besl.Therc arc 
110 income restrictions and nbiincome tax 
paytible on the Griinl: Single parent oradop- 
tive families can also qualily.
The Grant can be used for:




MOBITE MOMliiS Vi YES
You must hiive ;i minimum equity of 5"/ti 
of ihe v:thie of the home tind the home must 
he priced within certtiin maximum price 
Is for ihe area. These price limits vary
from place to place, but as a guide, the price 
limit for Delta is $50,1)00; for Saanich $50,000; 
for Prince George $44,000; and for Cran- 
brook $42,000., : f : -' ' : / '
: Remember, the prognimme is for families 
who have never owiied a home before, whether 
in British Columbia orelsewhere.The Grant 
is retroactive on all ptirchases made on or 
after April ! 1,1978.
If you're thinking about buying a home 
and you think you may be eligible, be sure to 
find out about the Family First Home Pro­
gramme. Further information and applica­
tion forms are itvaihtble from all Govern­
ment Agents, all Ministiy of .Municipal Af- 
hiirs and I lousing offices and many realtors.
If you want a home... 
we want to help.
Province ,pf British Columbia
MinisirY of Municipal Affairs and Housing
I tnuoiiintilr,) Muqh A Cuitis, Wlm&tof
Bit) BiariBlintd Stiobi, Victoria, Britis)i Columbia V8W 3t:1
iSnSKi^BHBSSBBSHBBiiSK
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Central Saanich Parks 
Offers Wide Variety 
Of Programs
WEEKDAYS 9 - 9 SUNDAYS 11-9
The new fall-winter 
program offeretl by Central 
Saanich Parks and 
Rccration Department and 
Central Saanich Arts and 
Craft Society has something 
I'or all ages, from palette 
knife painting to yoga for 
adults and creative arts to 
gvinnastic for the 
\ oungsicrs.
fhe Arts and Craft 
Cent I e ;it 7856 East Saanich 
Roiid, will be the location 
lot ;i number of morning 
iiciivilios fm' tiduhs starting 
with handbuilding clay 
(pottery) lessons by Mrs. 
Hetty Colley on Tuesday, 
ftom 9:30 to Ih.'^O a.m. 
Cci. 3 through to Dec. 5. 
frank Ikiss, well ktiown art 
icaclicr, will give lessons in 
btisic ihawing and painting 
each Wednesday frotn
10:30 to 12:30 a.m. starting 
Oct. 4. Mrs. Cheryl Reeves 
will instruct in the art of 
palette knife painting on 
Fridays from 9:30 to 11:30 
a.m. starting Oct. 6.
Young people 14 years 
and up. can join in the fun 
of making marionettes 
when Mrs. A. Schweitzer 
holds puppetry classes on 
I'riday afternoons from 
3:30 to 5:30 p.m., starting 
Oct. 6, at the Arts and 
Craft Centre.
Brentwood Community 
Hall on Wallace Drive will 
also be the setting for a 
number of activities from 
October through to 
December. There will be a 
creative tots program on 
Tuesday and Thursday 
mornings from 9:30 to 11 
a.m. starting Oct. 3. A
POLICE ROUND-UP
riiievcs broke into a 
residence on Rodolph 
Avenue Sunday and made 
off with S3,000 w'orth of 
jcwellry and other articles, 
fhe crime is under active 
in\cstigation and police say 
they have suspects.
Three bicycles have been 
stolen from various places 
in Central Saanich over the 
past week. The police urge 
bicycle owners to record the
serial numbers of their 
bikes and also lock them 
when not in use.
A number of people have 
been driving unlicensed 
motor cycles on the road. 
Police urge people with 
small trail bikes to 
remember that they are 
motor vehicles and must be 
licensed as such if they are 
to be operated on the road.
BAZAAR
After a two-month break 
the Au.xiliary to Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital met in 
Brentwood United Church 
Hall. Reports were given of 
summer activities.
The Gift Shop Convenor 
reported a continuing 
increase in sales, especially 
in hand-made articles. 
After much discussion, 
agreement was reached to 
liave the shop open from 10 
a.m. to 1 p.m. on week 
days, from 1 p.m. to 3:30 
p.m. and from 6 p.m. to 8 
p.m. every day.
The convenor also 








t806 COOK ST. 
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Bennett was in charge of 
crafts, Mrs. Ann Clark was 
in charge of sewing and toy 
making and Mrs. Joyce 
Adams has taken over Cart 
Roster. The library 
concenor reported that the 
library service for patients 
in the acute care unit was 
started in July. Books are 
taken to wards Monday, 
Wednesday and ' Friday 
afternoons.
The Ways and Means 
convenor reported that the 
annual bazaar would be 
held in the extended care 
unit of the hospital on 
October 14, from 2 to 4 
p.m. There will be stalls for 
baking, plants, produce, 
handicrafts, treasure trove, 
Christmas decorations, 
candy, preserves - plus the 
added attraction of Julian 
North to read palms.
Tickets for the raffle (a 
picture donated by S. 
Sloddart) are available at 
Safeways on Saturdays or 
in the Hospital Gift Shop 
everyday.
The auxiliary voted to 
purchase the picture of the 
former Rcsthaven Hospital 
paintcHl by Mr. S. Sloddart 
and present it to Ihe 
S it a n i e h Peninsula 
Hospital.
The next meeiing will be 
held on October 10 in 
Brentwood United Church 
I lall at 10 a.m.
VOTliirS LIST
The Court of Revision 
for Ihe l.isi of Electors will 
sit in Central Saanich 
Municipal I kill on Monday. 
Oct. 2, al 7 p.m., lo hear all 
coinplainis and correcl any 
erioi s in ommissions on the 
list of electors lor 1978-79, 
riiis list will be posted 
today (Sept, 20) at the 
Mttnicipal Hall, the Police 
Station, Saanichton Post 
Office tmd Brentwood Post 
Olticc.
ladies’ keep fit program is 
offered on Mondays from 9 
a.m. to 10 a.m., starting 
Oct. 2, and each 
Wednesday morning, from 
9 to 10starting Oct. 4, there 
will be classes in the creative 
art of belly dancing for 
adults.
Brentwood Elementary 
School will be the location 
of the diaper gym for tots 
and will be held from 3:30 
p.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
Tuesdays, starting Oct. 3. 
Children’s gymnastics are 
scheduled at the school for 
Wednc.sdays, starting Oct. 
4, at 3:30 p.m. for ages five 
to nine years, and at 4:30 
p.m. for children nine years 
and up.
An evening of fun for the 
family is proposed in the 
Brentwood Bay area 
lessons in square dancing. 
Doug Price, with 20 years 
expereince in the art of 
square dancing, will 
conduct classes in 
Brentwood. Call 595-1466 
for further information.
Classes in tap, pre-ballet 
and ballet are featured in 
the fall dance program for 
children. These classes will 
get underway this week at 
St. Mary’s Church on 
Cultra Avenue and will be 
held after school. Ballet for 
beginners and advanced 
students will start 
Thursday, Sept. 14, with 
Mrs. Sheila Kennedy 
teaching. Classes in tap 
dancing will start on 
Friday, Sept. 15, Mrs. Ann 
Howie who will teach tap 
dancing also plans to hold 
ballet-keep fit classes for 
adults on Monday 
mornings and if time 
permits adult tap for 
beginners on Friday 
evenings at the Church hall. 
For .further information on 
these adult clas.scs phone 
Mrs. Howie at 652-3658.
Anyone interested in 
men’s keep fit classes, yoga, 
tennis, folk dancing for the 
family, or other suitable 
activities are -urged to 
contact the Central Saanich 
Parks and Recreation 
Department at 652-3631, a 
24-hour answering service. 
This is also the numbei to 
call for further information 
on any of the programs 
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MAPLE LEAF TRAY PAK
SU/\ELOWERS GROW BIG in Brentwood Bay 
tts evidenced by this gigantic one towering over 
pi otid owner Frank Stockill of Sluggett Road. 
• ( rrudy Kemp Photo).
ISLAND FURPIITURE iART LTD.
' has
Kroehler SWIVEL ROCKERS 
I with choice of covers, U85°°“^245°°
TROUBLED BY HIGH PRICES ?
STAY AND SAVE AT
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
still only from $19.00 up
Mostly with full kitchens 




For brochure and reservations write:
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
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652-3143 7105 W. Saanich
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Tfee Happs Gookei*
TRAFALGAR SQUARE SHOPPING CENTRE 
7103 W. SAANICH RD.
rTomato Paste





/ Tuna ■ 1
CLOVERLEAF 1
White Flake 6.5 oz.
$|19
1 Margarine Cleanser Coffee
MOM’S SOFT 1 lb. tub COMET 44 oz. CHASE & SANBORN I
1 794 $|09 $n79A .B.
Cat Food Ivory Bars Orange Juice I




MINUTE MAID 12 oz: 1
89’
1 Pink Salmon
1 CARNATION 7'y4 0Z.
Corned Beef
Loaf BOSTON 12 oz.
Bread Dough 1
EASY-BAKE 5 loaves ; ; |
89* 99’ $|09
1 Cheese Slices
1 SCHNEIDER’S 16 oz.
1 ^1
Flour
ROGERS Unbleached White 








MRS. SMITH'S 26 oz.
Margarine 1
PARKAY 3 lb. I
1 4k *0 no
jONTARIO OLD | LB.
$185 j
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A Long And Tortuous Business
When something is inserted into what is 
pompously described as the “democratic 
process” no one can be sure just what is going to 
emerge at the other end. Sometimes a simple 
little issue or request is so chewed and mutilated 
that it is almost beyond recognition.
Not that’s not a bad thing — don’t get us 
wrong. We’re all for democracy and all that sort 
of thing. Like everyone else we genuflect at the 
sacred name and bow our heads in a moment of 
silent prayer — we pray that our duly elected 
representatives will exercise the rights for which 
our forefathers fought so long and so hard (how 
does that sound?) with dispetion and common 
sense.
But it’s such a long and tortuous business. 
They so often take some simple little thing which 
could be dealt with in a matter of minutes and 
gum it over for a much longer period, passing it 
back and forth verbally and trotting out all the 
old cliches which have been used since 
democracy was a pup.
An example of this was a letter which was sent 
to council and considered at the last meeting 
when a letter was received from Mrs. J.W. 
Gibbs, museum docent of the Sidney and North 
Saanich Historical Society.
She thought it would be a good idea to mark 
the Sidney houses where two famous Canadians 
lived and suggest^ a couple of painted, wooden 
plaques. Would the town be willing to pay for 
the sign painter’s work? she asked.
W now, that sort of a request thrown ^ 
among a group of dbmocratically-elected | 
politicians, municipal or otherwise, is just candy |
■■""forkids...'' .'.."v , j
All the elements are there: famous people, a | 
plaque, a municipal museum and a request for | 
help which doesn’t cost much in terms of i
;'T:;:;dollars.''";;:,'v:L: ^
The simple little request was considered from 
iail angles be wobd -dr
bronze? What Brt of (jualific would be 
required for a house marked in this fashion and 
lots of other angles whchi we are sure, the letter 
writer never thought of. Speeches were being 
made and cliches were flying around the council 
chamber like leaves in an autumn wind.
Members of council approved the idea — how 
could they do otherwise? But they weren’t just 
simple “in favour.” They were “in favour in 
principle.” Politicians are always in favour in 
principle it gives them an out if the thing goes 
'■SOUr.'''-L: ' . _ ' . ' T'
We’re not just sure what happened in the final 
analysis. We are certain that everybody thought 
it was a dandy idea but just what is going to 
emerge at the other end of this particular 
democratic process, we’re not quite certain. It 
may not matter very much because at least 
one of the two houses which is to be marked will 
be pulled down within the next year.
In any event, by the time this matter had been 
chewed over and over again at the council 
meeting, spectators were on the point of getting 
to their feet and shouting: “For God’s sake tell 
the woman you will pay for the sign painter and 
gel on with something else!”
Hearing
A public hearing was held 
last week to discuss four 
proposed bylaw changes in 
the town of Sidney. About 
20 people attended the 
hearing and no opposition 
was voiced on bylaw 
changes.
Bylaw No. 631 is a 
request to change the
Temperatures 
Mox. (Sept. 15) 

















Record Max. (Sept. 15/67) 30.0°C 
Mean Min. 9.3°C
Record Min. (Sept. 13/70) 2.8°C
Mean .14.2°C
Precipitation 4D3.6mm
Mox. Temp. (Sept. 15) 18.0'^C
Min. Temp. (Sept. 16&17), 6.5°C
Min. on grass (Sept. 16) 0.5'’C
Precipitation 11.2mm
Total to date 4t9.3mm
Sunshine •"16.5 hrs.
zoning of the lot at 631 
Second Street from 
commercial to commercial 
residential. The owner 
wants to erect a building 
with shops at ground level 
and apartments above.
Bylaws 630 and 632 are 
“housekeeping” bylaws 
designed to make off-street 
parking regulations in 
Sidney more compatible in 
different zones. Town 
Administrator Jeff Logan 
says the bylaws will delete 
unnecessary requirements 
in parking regulations.
Bylaw No. 633 is the 
proposed rezoning of a 
vacant lot on Harbour 
Drive from A-Residential lo 
F-Parking.
THE TIDE GUIDE
Brought to you through the courtesy of
whiit^ manm
new and used ® sail and power»
656-7286 10431 Resthaven
(corner Haiboiir Rd. & Resthaven)
Times shown arc '‘Standard Times.”
FIJLFORD HARBOUR
CHURCH DIRECTORY
NORTH SAANICH RESIDENT Charlie 
White is a noted author and lecturer on the 
ancient art of salmon fishing. He has also 
proved himself adept at luring novice 
fishermen into his classroom as was 
demonstrated last week when 238 persons 
attended his salmon fishing course offered by 
the Saanich School Board.
“It’s the largest registration for a night 
school course ever,” says Frank Baxter, 
Director of Continuing Education. “One 
hundred and ninety-six pre-registered,” 
Baxter said, “but an extra 42 showed up at 
the first class.”
One of the biggest hits was instructor 
Charlie White’s videotape of salmon 
approaching and striking a lure. Mr. White
hooks a video camera to a down-rigger and 
operates it by remote control from his boat.
“Watching the fish approach your lure is 
very exciting,” Charlie said, “and the people 
who attended the first class Thursday night 
were thrilled to see a fish strike a lure.”
Mr. White is assisted by Jim Gilbert, Rhys 
Davis and Bruce Colegrave.
The interest in salmon fishing is so great 
that people are attending the five session 
course from as far away as Lake Cowichan, 
Chemainus and Sooke.
Other courses begin their instruction on 
September 25. Anyone interested should 
contact Frank Baxter at the school board.
Mr. Baxter is grateful to Central Saanich 
Police for traffic control in the crowded 
parking lot.
Attend the Church of 
Your Choice this Weekend






























as a matter €>f fact
in
I
I That was an interesting letter 
I written bY Frank Bernard,
I president of Picadilly Apartments
I; :Ltd.i to town council. In, it, ;you 
I^i;::iwill recall,^Bafna.rd expressedshis 
4 ■ displeasure at the Tact that ,,,;-,
I council’s moratorium on rezoning
I and multiple-family construction ^ V
had road-blocked his plans for a 
75-unit condominium on White Birch Road.
It was, in my opinion, an intemperate letter angry 
and accusatory but it did point up the fact that there 
seems to be no middle ground in this confrontation 
between the advocates of “progress” and the 
conservators who want to see things remain as they 
arc.
You have, on one hand, the people who are 
desperately afraid the proliferation of apartments 
and building generally, with its increased demands 
on water supplies, sewage disposal facilities and the 
general disorder, crowding and tin.scl-lawdriness 
which often follows increased population, will
totally ruin Sidney and the Saanich Peninsula.
These people are rarely willing lo accept a 
compromise. Nor do they come up witli a solution lo 
the dilemma presented by the demands of an 
increasing population and tlte preservation ol 
rc.soiirccs. They arc, in most cases, just “against” 
and they oppose in every way lliey can all expansion, 
Their presentations arc fiercely presented, totally 
uncompromising and absolutely devoid of humour; 
off-piitling sometimes because they approach the 
borders of fanaticism.
But they do have a valid case and they can point to 
other communities which have been wrecked by the 








. which follow in its wake. And, one has just to drive 
down the West Saanich Road or any of the other 
interlocking peninsular roads at this or any other , 
time of year to see just how much beauty there is to 
\;'bedefiled. '
There w,a^ a time when “ progress’’ ;Was a sacred 
IwcRd arid; in its name, all sorts of 4irty things were 
done. No loYiger is progress sancrosanct — in fact the 
reverse is almost triie. ^
But, on the other hand, there are people who need 
horhes. More and more people coming to this part of 
the world from the East and elsewhere. And these 
people, surely, have just as much right to a spot on 
the Peninsula as people who have been here for a 
long time. They have every right to the sunshine and 
rain and trees and green grass as we all have. They 
arc not interlopers —• they are just people looking for 
homes to retire in or to raise their families.
Bernard’s statement that council’s actions and 
altitudes “are typical of the ever-growing cancerous 
bureaucracy that is ruining this beautiful country,” 
is, of course, nonsense and his attitude is typical of 
that held by many commercial people on the other 
side of the discussion.
Like some of the conservationists he sees no grey 
area — everything has to be black and white. He 
carries on about “socialistic philosophy so prevalent 
in Canada” and politicians who have never created 
anything in their livc.s and other idiocies which do 
nothing except destroy his credibility and weaken his 
argument.
Members of council, I am glad to note, held fast to 
their decision to carry on with the moratorium.
in consideration of an issue where, it seems, there 
is no middle ground and where the proponents of 
eacli side seem reluctant or unable to concede 
anything, the proper course would seem to be the one 






7:30 p.m. Praise & 
Worship 
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7180 East Soanich Rd.
9:45 a.m. 
BRENTWOOD 
7162W»st Saon1ch Rd. 
11:15 a.m.
Boby Fold Provided !
Rector
Rev. W.M. Dobson 
652-3860
Anglican Church at Conoda
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NOW MI'.i:iTNO A l t 
10469 Resthaven Dr.
until new church is built
4'
Editor,
The Wc view, Sir:
Kuilmmisiu Is an in 
tcrcsiing subject if only for 
conjecture, in my situation 
it has bceotne more; 
something for personal 
consideration. No more is it 
a hyopolhcilcal matter. A 
good, and satisfying life ha.s 
come to an end: wliai to do 
about it? Put up, perhaps 
but shut up, no, I have a 
sympathetic doctor, but not 
a co-operallveone.
The point I would like to 
make Is: doctors should, by 
law, I be allowed to help a 
person who has decided 
enough is cnouglt, You sec 
Mr, Edllor, wliai 1 am 
getting at? The orthodox 
tltis maltcr is
Bert Orcen was a 
JournaUst in the complete 
sense of that word, He 
llioroiighly understood his 
subject and was rarely, if 
ever, incorrect In even il)c 
most minor point.
His knowledge of, and 
interest In, local 
government on souilicrn 
Vancouver Island was 
extraordinary and he 
maintained a high degree of 
objectivity and fair play 
which is not ofien found.
Ikrl will be remembered 
by many of us,
Yours truly, 









litlHor, The Review, Sirs 
Ctmgrntnlailons on your 
editorial of August 2.1,1978 
licadcii, ll.V. ‘Btis” 
Green, You ftcenrately 
captured the feeling many 
of us littvc lor Bert, and I 
icgiei hi*, pawing. . ,
Editor,
The Review, Sir:
Wc congraiulnie you on 
your sincere and 
courageous efforts to shet 
light to the coniroversa* 
water problems facing us 
on Saaniclr Peninsula. The 
editorials, articles, and
It woiiUl appear from ihc 
enclosed Ictlci IVom Mi. Oc 
Icckr that lltc Water Rigitls 
Branch of the govemmeni 
of »,C., is no longer 
rcsponslhlc for the 
jiiristllclion of water in lliis 
area, and that the area now 
comes tinder the 
jurisdiction of ilic MiniMcr 
of Municipal Affairs,
Tlie formal,ion of a new 
government body to lul- 
minister the distribution of 
water on Saanich Peninsula 
which, in Itself is under the 
jurisdiction of a new 
government body, only 
tends to fiirlher complicate 
matters and add to ad- 
mlnisiralion costs wltich 
will be borne by the water 
users.
I Donald 11. McKay
lt)99.S Boas Rd.
CurlelsPt.
up willi Ihe noise from this 
small boat,
Yours truly 
Thomas F. Baxter 
1050.3 AIIBay Road 
Sidney
P,S. — There is an 
aeroplane that is inucli too 
noisy'i win engine,
Uttcii (tpr/caring in yotir 
newspaper in the last few 
weeks tire most constructive 
and have been appreciated 
by many of your readers
Edllor,
The Review, Sirs 
JH.S1 now a small boat 
M'crtt by ntaHne a tcrriblf. 
loud noise. Evitlenily it has 
no muffler. The 
neroplanes make enough 
noise without hrivine lo put
Editor,
The Review, Sir;
ITumk you - all yon 
wonilerful friends for your 
cards, lellcrs and donations 
to the Cancer ITnid, for 
numerous kindly acts by 
neigliboin.'i, and n special 
thank you to the ambulance 
men and police wlto were so 
Itelpfiil and kind. I.ast, bin 
by no means least, 'Iluink 
you’ t(t tlte Staff of Ihc 
Review for many 
kindnesses received, aitd 
those wondcrfid words thin 
“Said it all”. As 






On belialf of Summer 
Job Corps and R. C, M.
Police Sidney Detachment 1 
wotild like to express my 
appreciation and gratitude 
for tlte every assistance yon 
have rendered tts this 
summer.
Summer Job Corps 
Project 097 in now com­
pleted and thanks in part to 
your support of our 





Editor, The Review, Sir:
Are you aware olhow 
desperate tbc economy is in 
Victoria?
Judging by the lack of 
outcry from privately 
owned companies and small 
business, you could assume 
that economic struggles are 
isolated and few, You 
would find tlKit iliis is hot 
die civ.c if it v/crc possible 
to break througli tlte 
s*ecrciivc pride of the 
average small business 
owuei, '4' 
Privately-owned business 
has been burdened with 
o ver-laxut ion, liigb
personal investment risk, 
regulations from all levels 
of government, unfair 
labour situiUions, and 
dictatorial harnssmenl from 
large monopolies and 
governments.
The question is: What 
can wc do about this 
situation before the domino 
effect knocks us all down? 
The following arc my 
suggestions toward a 
possible solution:
1. Ha ve your directors or 
staff write letters to Ml”s, 
MLA's, School boards, 
councils and representatives 
of tlte many governments 
demanding tltat they quit 
wasting our tax dollars on 
scrviee.s and equipment lhat 
can be supplied by free 
cutcrptisc.
2. Ask your federal or 
provincial government to 
pay for their ferry .systems 
in the same 'way w. payTor 
all other bridges and water 
crossings in Canada, 
thereby eliminating all 
lares.
3. Pressure the raany 
associations lltat yon 












7:30 p.m. Bible Study
Sumla.s MasM's 
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Rev. Robert Sanson 
656.4870 656-5322
SUNDAY 
9;,TO a,iu, I hc Lord's
Supper






7; 30 p,m,, I'raycviki
Bible Study
C hapel of Roses
YOUR COMMUNl I'Y 
t'llAI'i:!. SERVING ,,,
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TO THE EDITOR
Continued from Page 4 
belong to, to re-align their 
actions to deal with the 
present emergency 
economic situation and 
degeneration of free 
enterprise opportunity.
if your company has 
been as lucky as ours in 
keeping its head just above, 
water, do not take it for 
granted. Our time will come 
unless we can jar our 
politicians and stop the 
domino effect.
Your letter or telephone 
call would be gratefully 
received at P.O. Box 340, 
Brentwood Bay, B.C. VBOS 
lAO; 652-3908,'or drop in 
at 6778 Kirkpatrick 
Crescent.
Vours very truly, 
E.R. Gait 
Brentwood
Mr. H.l). DeBeck 





In paragraph 3 of your 
letter, you state that the 
three water districts in­
volved, including lhat of 
Dep Cove, were dissolved 
by Order in Council dated 
December 22nd 1976, and 
arc therefore no longer 
under the jurisdiction of the 
Water Rights Branch of 
B.C.
However, 1 would remind 
you, that more than a year 
before December 22nd 
1976, I wrote to you 
protesting the charge of $3 
per thoasand gallons, over 
a small minimum allowance 
that we were paying for 
water in this area. This was 
in 1975 and, as 
acknowledged by you, our 
district was then clearly 
under the jurisdiction of 
your branch of the 
government of B.C.
Nevertheless, at that time 
in 1975, in answer to my 
letter, you wrote to me and 
stated that the $3 per M. we 
were then paying for water.
PENUSfSVLA PEOPLE
was considered reasonable 
by the Water Rights 
Branch. In addition, you 
also suggested to me that 
the best solution to my 
problem would be to “use 
less water”. In paragraph 3 
of my letter to you, dated- 
August 21st, 78, 1 outlined 
what had happened to 
many gardens in this area 
after time loving efforts and 
nioney had been invested in 
them, by following your 
suggested solution to the 
problem, “Use less water”.
As all three districts were 
under the jurisdiction of the 
Water Rights Branch, 
before Dec. 22nd, 1976, it 
would seem reasonable to 
assume that the CRD now 
comes under it, otherwise 
the Water Rights Branch of 
the Government would 
appear to be redundant. 
This 1 do not believe. Water 
is one of the primary 
resources of this Province, 
and must come under the 
jurisdiction of the B.C. 
Government. It • e 
responsibility ■ ol the 
W.R.B., more than any 
other newly formed gov. 
body, to see that the 
Citizens of all areas, are not 
charged exorbitant rates for 
the water they use.
Donal H. McKay.
Editor, The Review, Sir:
Recently much attention 
has been paid to exorbitant 
property taxes imposed 
upon the people of this 
province. The Socred 
Government is responsible 
for cutting its percentage of 
school tax aid to 
municipalities causing part 
of the increase. This 
reduction of support 
combined with release of 
the land-tax ' assessment
freeze by the same 
government caused a sky­
rocketing of ta.xcs this year.
Petitions have been 
drawn up, ratepayer groups 
have been organized, 
businessmen have banded 
together, all with one 
common goal in mind — to 
force or al least attempt lo 
force the government to 
roll back or. in some way, 
decrease the amount of this 
burdensome tax increase 
that has been imposed oti 
the citizens of this resource- 
rich province.
1 am of the opinion that 
small organizations are the 
svrong approach to this ever 
growing problem.
When one wishes to 
remove a noxius weed from 
a front lawn, you do not 
chip off till its leaves hoping 
it will die, you go right to 
the root and dig it otit.
By this 1 mean join a 
political parly and get your 
friends, neighbours, and 
business associates to do the 
same. If people feel 
strongly enough about this 
financial imposition and 
band together as a large 
political group, the Socred 
government can and would 
be defeated with the result 
being a chance for more 
equality for all the residents 
of this province.
. An election is soon to be 
upon us, and now is the 
time to prepare for a 







1 have received from you 
a copy of your letter dated 
the 21st August, 1978 and 
addressed to the Editor of
the Sidney Review.
Since yotir letter, contains 
an inaccuracy which coukl 
cause confusion and in­
convenience to a reatlcr 
wishing to respond, 1 
submit Ihc following facts;
The. three former im­
provement d i s 11' i c t s, 
namely, the Brentwood 
Waterworks Dislrict, the 
S i d n e y W a t e r w o r k s 
District, and the Deep C'ove 
Waterworks District were 
incorporated under the 
Water Act and were 
■generally administered hy 
the Comptroller of Water 
Rights. Pursuant to Section 
766 of the Municipal Act, 
these ilisiricts were 
dissolved by Ordcr-in- 
Cotincil dated December 
22nd, 1976, and their assets 
and liabiliiies were tran­
sferred to the C'apiial 
Regional District and to the 
t h r e c existing
municipalities. Since that 
date the municipal tigenices 
have been individually and 
collectively responsible for 
all aspects of public water
supply administration in 
the Saanich Peninsula. It is 
therefore incorrect to 
suggest that the Water 
Rights Branch are 
responsible for current 
water charges which arc 
being applied in support of 
waterworks initiatives 
implemented subsequent to 
the dissolution of the 
forme r i m p r o v e m e ii t 
districts.
The procedures under 
w h i c h m u n i c i p a I i t i c s
operate are set out m the 
Municiiial Act. Your 
observations and com­
plaints should, therefore, 
be directed to your 
municiiitil and regional 
district rcprcscmativcs who 
should be able to stitisfy 
yoti that the programmes 
they tire following have 
been endorsed by due 
democrtiiic process, and 
Ihtii the role of Provincial 
Agcnie has been supportive 
of locally determined 
initiatives. 1 would, 
however, re-affirm that 
Ihe Water Rights Branch 
has ■ no regulatory 
responsibility with regard lo 
municipal ctipiitd ex­








The British Columbia 
r-'ish and Wildlife Branch 
reminds all hunters that 
both a . current British 
Columbia hunting licence 
and a federal permit are 
required when hunting 
migratory game birds 
(ducks, geese, coots, snipe, 
b a n cl -1 a i 1 e d pigeons, 
mourning dovcs)2
Federal permits, 
available only at post of­
fices. cost $3.50. Hunters 
are urged to obtain permits 
early to avoid possible 
delays. , •
Mrs. Muriel Prokopow 
and Mr. Michael Prolopow, 
of Dignan Road, and Mr. 
George Johnson, of
Brownlee Terrace, enjoyed 
few days holiday in , 
Seattle. They .visited the 
King Tut exhibition and 
spent an evening al the 
Seattle Gpera.
Other Brentwood 
visitors to Seattle were Mr. 
and Mrs. Lloyd Walters, 
Dignan Road and Mrs. Ted 
Heggstrom and her son Mr. 
Don Heggstrom, also of 
Dignan Road.
* * *
Wendy Vandenbelt, of 
TOPS Chapter 980, 
Brentwood Btty, was ntuned 
Oucen of the Month at the 
first regular mcctiug of Ihe 
chapter in .September. Best 
weekly losers for August 
were Judy Wnolle, Wendy 
V a nd cn be 11. C1 ;t r a 
Thompson and Shirley 
Ross. The Apron Contest 
was won by Mildred Foster.
Charms for weight loss 
and attendance were won 
by Marg Brown, Wendy 
Vandenbelt, Adelaide 
Bilmour, Joyce Armour, 
Irene Dicgel, Ellen 
Cornwell and Mildred 
Foster. Featherweight 
Charms were won by Milly 
Essery, Ruth Cole, Linda
Central Saanich Mayor 
Jean Butler and council arc 
attending the UBCM 
convention at Penticton this 
week.
Snelling, Terry Evans and 
Betty McKccknie. Mildred 
h'oster has reached her goal 
and is now a KOPS-in- 
Waiting. A gift was. 
presented lo Margaret
Brown who has celebrated 
her fifth year as a KOPS 
member.
The chapter will hold its 
annual hazaar in the 
basement of the Brentwood
United Church on Saturday 
afternoon, October 7lh. 
Stalls will include 
handicrafts, while elephant, 
plants, produce and home- 
baking. Tea will be served.
SIDI^EY T.V.-RADiO 
SERVICE CiMTRi
BEACON PI,AZA MAI.1, 
656-5421
Sidney E M. Saanich Garden Club
FALL SHOW
Flowers — Fruit — Vegetables 
Margaret Vaughn-Birch Hall - 4th St., Sidney 
Saturday, 23rd Sept. -1:30-4:00 P.M. 
Admission FREE
Information Phone 656-3274 or 656-6971
TOWN OF SIDNEY
NOTICE
A VOTERS’ LIST for the Town of Sidney MunicipaL Elections is 
posted at the Town Hall, 2440 Sidney Avenue.Sidney, B.G. and is 
open for inspection MONDAYS TO FRIDAYS BETWEEN THE 
HOURSOF8:30 A.M. and4:30P.M.
A COURT REVISION will be held at the Town Hall, Sidney, on the 
SECOND DAY OF OCTOBER, 1978, at 4:00 P.M. to correct and 
certify the said Voters’ List and all interested persons are required to 
govern themselves accordingly.
No changes can be made to .said Voters’ List after certification by the 
Court of Revision. v'v
THE I f
SURE GETS AROUND! ONE HAPPY CUSTOMER TELLS ANOTHER, THAT'S WHY
We're so easy to deal with at Cornell GM!
ALL OUR 1978 BRAND NEW CARS AND TRUCKS ON SALE! OUT THEY MUST GO! . . REGARDLESS!
1978 CHEV VAN LONG WHEELBASE I 1978 MONTE CARLO SPORT COUPE
8-3766
6 cylinder, mirrors, auxiliary seat, rear and side 
door glass,
Regular Retail ........................................ $6160
You Save ................................ ...... $ 600
8-2237
305 V-8 engine, automatic, transmission, power 
steering and - brakes, roar defogger, remote 
mirrors, accent stripes.
1978 CHEV PICKUP, 
y7 T0N LONG BOX
YOU P*V ONLY 5560







6 cylinder engine, nutonialic transmission, power 
sleet ing and brakes, tear slop bumper, dual horns, 
mirrors, liglilei,
Regular Retail . , ........ .................  $6520
You Save ............. $ 700
1978 MALIBU 4-DOOR SEDAN
8-1490
V'6 engine, automatic, transmission, power 
sleeting nd brakes, rear defogger, radio, radial 
whitwalls.
Regular Retail .. ........... ......... $6480
You Save ..... .................................. , $ 603
YOU PAY ONLY
$ 5820 YOU PAY ONLY $ 5877
1978 CAMARO SPORT
8-3251
Automatic transmission, power brakes, power 
steering, roar defogger, roof drip mouldings and 
dual horns, stool-bolted radial whitewalls.
Regular Retail ...... ..............$6381
You Save ............................. ,, $ 400
YOU PAY ONLY *5981
1978 NOVA 4-DOOR
8-1829
V 8 engine, automatic, powei sleeting an bnakes, 
radio, rear speaker, defogger, auxiliary lights, 
accent sttripos, rally witoels, bumper guards, body 
mouldings, window mouldings, whitewall liros, 
convenience package.
Regular Retail ...................................... $6567
You Save . .............. ........... $ 545
1978 IMPALA 4-DOOR
8 1065
V 8 engine, atilomalit;. power sleet mg, and brakes, 
radio, nccenlstripc'., roar speaker, hoai/y duty 
suspension, a|jpear,'inc.e|iacknRe. linled glass, 
clerk, auxiliary ligjils, tnimpei gtiaids,
Regular Retail ...... $7866
You Syivo .............. ........ $ 896
1978 SUBURBAN
8-3511
305 V'8 engine, 4-speed manual, transmission, 
mirrors, radio, conlto and roar scats, powo 
sleoring, and brakes, locking axlo, on oil road tiros, 
etc.
Regular Retail , $9339
YouSavo . ...... , ., $1306
8-1642





1978 OLDS REGENCY 4-DOOR SEDAN
0-2447
Nicely oquippotl incliidingastro root,
YOU PAY ONLY 6022
1978 OLDS DELTA 88
8-2413
V-a ongino, automatic, power steoringand brakes, 
radio, roar speokor, clock, tilt steorlng whool, 
tinted glass, accent stripes, wheel covers, bumper 
guards, body mouldings, illumination package, 
sjool boiled radial whitewalls. i.
Regular RoUill , ,, . ........ ............. .. . $8464
You Save ............................ :........$1354
YOU PAY ONLY *7110
1978 CAPRICE CLASSIC
8-1052
305, V>8 cilngino, automatic, (.rciwot sloenng anti 
brakes, tinted glass, auxiliary lights, AM-LM radio, 
power antenna, roat speaker, bumper gtiaids, 
bumper rub strips, accent slnpes, stool boll.sd 
radial whitewalls, etc.
Regular Retail $8160
VouSavo ........... .................... .. $ 976
YOU PAY ONLY
$ 6970 YOU PAY ONLY $ 8033
1978 OLDS OMEGA 4-DOOR SEDAN I 1978 CADILLAC SEDAN de VILLE
8.2735
301) V8 enginr!, aulomaic tiansmistaon, power 
sleoring, rmrl In,ikes, rear rieloggor, remole minor, 
radio, duome wlieol crjvors, body side niouldings, 
whilev/all liics, mot drip motildmRs.
Regular Retail . , ___ ____  $6502
YouSavo . ......  , ,, $ 600
YOU PAY ONLY
$ 7184 you pay only 6002
8-2921
Nicely oqui|)pod,











Automatic, power stoofing and brakes, dologgor, 
radio, roar sponkor, wheel covers, body mouldings, 
,ongino and Iransmisslon cooling, stool boiled 
whilownihholc, “:
Regular Retail ........... . . .,, ,. $7124
.YouSavo . ,.,,. ........ . .1,,,,, „ $ 762
YOU PAY ONLY
HUNDREDS MORE TO CHOOSE FROM !
Aa TRADES WELCDM E G.M.A.C. AND BANK FINANCING AVAILABLE
WE'RE SO EASY TO DEAL WITH AT
blfi 3050 ST. DL00E18A
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Giant Sea Bags Used In Saanicli Inlet May Be Terminated By Scientists
In the sapphire waters of Saanich Inlet, within 
easy sight of Patricia Bay beach, hang three 
gigantic bags.
Looking from underwater like huge, white, 
elongated bubblegum-balloons, the sacks have 
been suspended off-shore for six years.
Part of a 10-year experiment funded by the 
National Science Foundation of Washington 
D.C. for a projected $10 million, the study has 




Only this summer close to 
40 experts from Japan, 
Canada, England and the 
United States gathered to 
probe the secrets of the 
woven polyethylene bags.
But this year the project 
was rc-cvaliiatcd by 
delegates from Washington 
and some local scientists are 




Experiment (CEPEX) was 
originally conceived as an 
international program in 
1973, accordingto Frank 
Whitney, resident manager 
of the whole project and 
UBC graduate.
The program involved 
scientists from Canada, the 
United States and United 
Kingdom, and was designed 
to obtain an understanding 
of the chronic low-level 
effects of pollutants on the 
marine environment.
What makes this 
experiment unique is the
size of containers used to 
hold a column of sea water.
The bags measure 10 
meters in diameter and 
stretch 23 meters deep — 
they hold close to 2,500 
tons of sea water each.
For the first five years of 
the experiment scientists 
worked mainly with copper 
and mercury pollution with 
lesser studies focusing on 
hydro-carbon 
contamination. The latter 
involves pollution by 
solluble oil products.
For the past year, 
however, the team of 
scientists turned their 
studies away from pollution 
and have centred their 
efforts on examining ocean 
food chains, said Whitney 
this week.
“ We became interested in 
what naturally controls the 
food chain — factors such 
as nutrients, light intensity 
and the mixing of water 
through tides, currents and 
wind,” said Whitney.
Because of the shift in 
interest the project was 
renamed Controlled 
Ecosystem Population 
Experiment — still 
retaining the initials 
CEPEX.
But it is this change in 
study direction which has 
put the project in jeopardy, 
although Whitney says he is 
confident CEPEX will go 
on.
‘‘People from
Washington have been here 
to re-assess the project and 
this is always a little 
frightening. They had many 
que.stions about the validity 
of this work but we have 
taken an optimistic view 
since there is no question it 
is valuable study and all the 
scientists involved are very 
excited.
Whitney explained the 
study was changed because 
there were a lot of questions 
which needed to be 
answered about how 
natural food chains
Peninsula Recreation In Review
By Maureen Miigram
It’s hard to believe that 
our summer session is over.
It .seems that July 1st and 
Sidney Days just happened 
yesterday. Thanks to three 
government grants this 
summer, the Recreation 
Department provided 
several innovative and 
either free or subsidized 
programs enabling us to 
hire students wanting 
training in the recreation 
field.
Our free playground 
program was by courtesy of 
the Provincial Youth 
Employment Program and 
we were able to hire 10 
students from Parkland 
School who, last spring 
attended a comprehensive 
leadership course to train 
Tortlieirjob^ i
: Under the provincial 
program we were also able 
to provide students and 
programs in the arena and 
aquatic areas.,
iren, our facility night 
;su|7; I visor, a recent 
graduu; of Malaspina 
College’s recreation 
Course, has beci. w orking at 
the Centre this suiiimcr bn 
the Young Canada Works 
program. With the aid of
this program. the
Recreation Department 
hired students from 
community colleges for the 
arena, the community 
recreation area, and in the 
outside maintenance 
department.
Louise, the young lady 
who has been doing the 
Centre’s public relations all 
summer and writing this 
column for The Review, 
was also hired with the help 
of the Youth Employment 
Program.
The well-manicured look 
of the lawns, shrubs, and 
flowers this summer is due 
entirely to Nancy and 
Bruce, two UVic students, 
who were hired under the 
auspices of Young Canada 
Works.
The students who 
developed“Alice in 
Rec r e at i on 1 a nd ” and 
planned the entire suinrner 
program . ; , frpni
S m' cir g a s ft b ir t s , -^t b.
Playgrounds, are also 
thanks to the same Federal 
program. The third form of 
assistance came from the 
Provincial Department of 
Recreation and Fitness and 
under special projects 
grants, we were able to run 




ItliACON I'LAZA MALI. 
65fi-542l
ISLAND FURNITURE MART LTD.
Has flotation water beds [Queen Size], Just 
like a regular Hollywood style ensemble; 
and takes regular size linen.
PIONEER GIRLS BBGim
SIDNEY nillLECIlAPlX 
Across from Capllnl Market 
OnSlIiSl.
Tiics,, Sept, 26 —■ 6:30 p.m. 
Olrls • Grades 3-8 Welcome
IMciisc note cIiuiikc of ti(ldres.s (o Sidney illhle 
Cliiipel, across from Cnpllnl Market on 5lh Street.
programming at a 
reasonable fee to the 
residents of the community.
To Art Hobbs in the 
tennis program, to Leah 
Ripley in the playground 
and to all the students who 
provided us with much 
enjoyment (and hard work) 
this past summer...
To Rick and Jill, Barb 
and Su.sanne....to Linda 
and Karen, Bruce, Ginny, 
Louise, Jennifer, Tina, 
Joanne, Bruce and Kim ... 
to Diane, Lisa, Leanne and 
Kay — THANKS on behalf 
of the community, the 
participants and the 
recreation department. It 
was a great summer.
\ special thank you to 
our volunteers, Jon 
Dietrich, Bob Gach, and 
Peter Claassen. All three 
boys put in lots of e.xtra 
time and effort in a great 
variety of programs.
To the School Board, 
especially Marilyn Dew in 
the ‘ officer? and all the 
custodians who" assisted at 
the individual schools, for a 
fine surnmerv To the 
Victoria Symphony Society, 
the Symphony , and Edgar 
Hemingway for the free 
summer concert at 
Parkland.
Our thanks and ap­
preciation to the Saanich 
Indian School Board for 
the use of the buses ... and 
the three drivers who drove 
us all over the countryside, 
Rick, Dennis and Dan. Also 
to the Sidney Teen Activity 
Group (who finally won the 
Great Ice Cream Eating 
Contest) for their co­
operation during Family 
Month events. The Sidney 
Museum, and in particular, 
Helen Saunders, for her 
outstanding contribution of 
time and extra planning for 
our Participarty Program.
To the many instructors 
who donated time and 
energy -— to Ron Swann 
without whose truck we, 
would not have been able to 
get the earthball to and 
from Sidney Days or al 
other times he ferricc 
equipment and dc.sks unc 
display materials back and 
fortit. To community
residents like CB’er family, 
Ray and Flo Pearson, who 
spent lots of time during 
Family Month helping to 
help us communicate.
To the Peninsula Sailing 
Association and Henry 
Neisen and Dave Myer- 
scough for their help in our 
sailing program ... the use 
of the motor vessel and the 
space at the compound.
Our final thanks in this 
week’s column has to go 
out to YOU the participant 
in our recreation programs 
in swimming, skating 
and tennis and all the many 
other programs ... You’re 
great. We’d like to thank 
you for your smiles and 
support and for your help 
in keeping the Centre and 
the schools clean and tidy, 
for your kind words about 
our staff and our programs. 
Thanks and remember our 
theme this Autumn — 
Participate Together” .
We’ve !; had a -great 
response to the autunih 
brocifufe whicb should now 
have been delivered to every 
hbusehold in the Sidney and 
North Saanich areas. If you 
have , not received your 
copy, drop into Panorama 
Centre and pick one up. Let 
us know in the office if 
you’ve somehow been 
missed on the mail route.
Registration for all 
community recreation and 
arena programs starts at 10 
a.m. Thursday, Sept. 7 and 
goes through until 4 p.m. 
Sunday, Sept. 10. On-going 
registration for aquatic 
programs with lessons 
commencing September 11. 
There is room still at most 
levels. In all cases, sign up 
early and avoid disap­
pointment.
Please let us know if like 
(or dislike our program 
variety and fare. Wc 
depend on you and your 
response lo plan our 
programs ... feedback is 
important. If there is a 
program you would like to 
sec offered then phone us or 
drop in to the Centre and 
fill in a blue .suggestion 
form available from the 
cashier or office. If yot 
have a suggestion about a 
change in procedure or 
program, let us know.
develop.
Que.stions such as; If 
small plant cells support 
only small predators then 
does this tend to eliminate 
fish? and conversely if large 
plant cells support large 
predators do they favor 
development of fish 
populations?
The expert explained 
such crucial questions may 
help .scientists establish 
what makes an area favor 
fish population growth.
This season’s
experiments end in mid 
October and next year will 
commence in early May 
if the grant arrives.
Whitney says the 
suspen.se will continue until 
January when the report 
from Washington will be 
made public.
Close to 40 people were 
involved in the project this 
year, including 15 Phd’s 
from around the world.
In a recent report 
published in the Sea 
Frontiers magazine, .written 
by Dr. M.R. Reeve, the 
project was outlined in 
glowing terms.
Saanich Inlet was chosen 
for the project, he wrote.
CURLERS
Som© leaguos are full already and somo are filling rapidly. However 
there is still lots of Ice time available.
We hove morning, afternaon, evening leagues;
Wo have orico a week ft twice a week leagues;
Wo hove men's, ladles, mixed and senior leagues;
Wo also hove school and commercial leagues.
Surely with that kind of selection w© can accomodate you. All you have 
to do Is phone us.
But don't delay • curling starts the first week in October,
Why lot th© rain spoil your winter?
Como to Glen Meadows and join the fun and action I 
P.S. Free Instruction for begir)ners during the first week of October.
GLEN MEADOWS 
GOLF & COUNTRY CLUB
1050 AAcTAVISH RD., SIDNEY, B.C. Phone 656-3136
because if it is a “deep clean 
fjord, close enough to 
fishery and oceanic 
laboratories so that a great 
deal of information already 
existed on its populations 
and water currents.
But the site had other 
advantages.
“The first was that it was 
a very rich area, with 
plankton in great quantities 
as well as a salmon fishery.
“Secondly, being almost 
land-locked and
surrounded by hills, its 
waters were usually much 
calmer than the open sea, 
even though some of the 
animals in its depths were 
the same as could be found 
in the middle of the Pacific 
Ocean.”
The report concludes that 
the site was finally chosen 
because of the proximity of 
the Canadian ocean science 
institute and John Case 
Laboratores, marine 
designers and engineers 
(who constructed the 
bags).”
Early experimental 
“aquarium” bags measured 
8 feet in diameter by 52 feet 
deep, and held about 18,000 
gallons.
IVILLA
FRANK WHITNEY shows model of 








2446 Beacon Avenue 
Sidney, B.C.
Telephone: 656-7024
mum CLEANER SALE on 
Floor Models of 
EUREKA, HOOVER & ROYAL.
SERVICE SPECIAL: New hose 
fitted to old vac hose end - $9.50.
Sept. 20th to Sept. 30th 
We have a good supply of paper bags, 
belts, filters and tools for your vacuum.
SSDPIEY APPLIAi^CE CEITPE LTD.





Starts 9:G0 a.m. SEPT. 21st to SEPT. 23
SUITS
Special group of 3-plece





No (oerlllM In quolKy — no clicrgo lor minor •llsrollon*
SWEATERS
Cardigans and Pullovers 
all from our regular stock.
SHOES
Our Entire Stock
20-30% ois 25% OFF
Regular Price Regular Price
Plains, Patterns and Stripes
All SBlo merchtindiso from our regular stock.
SPOET SMIET©
Long sleeve and short sleeve
12.00
SLACKS
Wools and wool/polyester blends
Group 1 @ I4.9S
All Others OFF
STORE FOR MEN
Porsoiial ahopping only, como early for boat 
salActlon. Minor altaratlona troa. r 
No oxchangaa or rafunda
ILoek for Hau* Advertlsaid 
Ogifliploto, Mmuttir Oiie*OI-A 
lUnd Btena loidllvIilsiiiSlsr 
Frleedl : ^ v
' J
WE OOMT HAVE WIAMY SALES BUT 
WHEN WE DO.. .THEY’RE GREAT!! '
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FIELD WORK
The playing field at 
Centennial Park will be 
reconditioned and irrigated 
with work scheduled to 
start before the end of this 
week. The field will be 
closed.
The much-needed project 
received the green light at 
the Friday morning meeting 
of Central Saanich Council. 
Aid. Dick Sharpe, 
chairman of parks and
McPherson Foundation 
PROUDLY PRESENTS j 
FABULOUS 
MUSIC HALL 
Direct From Smash 
Summer Run At 








Revue. This Company 
of Stars is Guaranteed to 
Delight and Entertain 
You. Three nights only! 
McPherson Playhouse. 
Sept. 27 & 28 at 8:00 
p.m.
Sept. 30 at 7:00 & 9:30 
p.m.
Reserved tickets $4.50, 
$5.50 & $6.50 at
McPherson Box Office, 
and Hillside Mall or at 
the door - Chargex 
accepted.
McPherson Playhouse Is 
operated by the McPherson 
Foundation • a non-profit Society 
dedicated to the Arts.
recreation, asked council to 
approve the expenditure of 
$4500, to be taken out of 
the contingency fund, to 
complete this work, 
stressing the need to start as 
soon as possible.
Aid. Earl Tabor said 
that, although he didn’t 
deny the work needed 
doing, he couldn’t support 
the plan because he felt the 
money should not come out 
* of the contingency budget 
which is “only for 
emergencies.’’ He felt 
council was being 
stampeded on this matter as 
this was work that could be 
done over a period of 
several years.
“That’s the trouble,’’ 
replied Aid. Sharpe, “The 
work has been put off over 
the past years and that is 
why the field is now in such 
a mess now.’’
In noting that the 
irrigation pipe was the only 
permanent item listed in the 
estimate Aid. Frank Waring 
suggested that the on-going 
upkeep of the playing field 
-should, in future, be 
budgeted for every year.
Mayor Jean Butler, 
indicating her- support of 
the motion, said: “1 think 
that we sTiould be thankful 
that we have two leaders in 
this field. Aid. Sharpe who 
has worked hard on his 
committee, and Joe 
Wolownik, our parks 
superintendent.
In his cost estimate of 
$4500 to recondition and 
irrigate the playing field 
Aid. Sharpe included the 
sum of $1281 for irrigation 
pipe and fittings, and an 
additional sum of $1232 for 
purchase of 1000 pounds of 
grass seed. The remainder 
monies allotted in the 
estimate will go toward 




Litton Moffat Meal in One 
MICROWAVE OVENS
MARILYN AND PAL LEVITT stand on the bow of their 44 foot yacht 
Palomar as it slides into the water on the Philbrooks ways Saturday af­
ternoon.
Luxury Yacht Launched At Phillbrook’s
Nearly 100 friends were 
onhand at Philbrook’s 
ways, near Van Isle Marina, 
Saturday afternoon to help 
Pal Levitt celebrate the 
launching of his 44-foot 
luxury yacht Palomar.
The William Garden 
designed yacht cost close to 
$275,000, has a lop speed of 
24 knots and is equipped 
with nearly every modern 
technological device avail­
able to today’s yachtsman.
The boat, built lightly for 
speed, is constructed almost 
entirely of wood and is 
powered by twin V-8
Cummins diesel engines. 
Mahogany was used below 
the water-line, red cear 
above and teak for all 
interior appointments. ^
Besides standard 
navigational aids, the vessel 
is equipped with luxury 
extras like a portable 
recording depth sounder, 
a microwave oven, washer 
and dryer, and even a 
fireplace.
The large master cabin 
extends up into the bow, 
using all available space.
The saloon is roomy and 
comfortable with couches
and a hydraulic table which 
positions itself into the 
foundation for a double 
bunk at the mere touch of a 
button.
Palomar was launched on 
schedule at 4:30 p.m. and 
Marilyn Levitt, wife of the 
owner, smashed a 
champagne bottle on the 
first try. She then tossed her 
bouquet of asters into the 
water to cheers and toasts 
from spectators.
The party began at 2 p.m. 
and continued on to 7 with 
musical entertainment by 
the Victoria band Triangle.
By BRUCE CHAT\yiN
i^'^H^rd^ds "fa- little 'master- 
pi ece of travel, history and 
adventure. ' Bruce Chatwin 
travelled from London to 
the remote corners of “the 
accursed land’’, as it is 
called in Buenos Aires, 
which stretches down to the 
lip of South America.
Mr. Chalw'in is a fine 
storyteller — a miniaturist 
who packs do/eii'. of odd 
tales, bizarre charaeters 
and unforgettable scenes 
into the 97 succinct 
chapters of his book, 
many of them scarcely a 
page in length, He has a 
sharp and sympathetic eye 
for natural history, and his 
book abounds with vivid 
pictorial glimpses of the 
landscape, but it is in his 
accounts of Ihc human 
history of Patagonia that he 
is most absorbing,
Abou'l everything from 
the legendary exploits of 
Hiilch Cassidy and the Sun 
Dance Kid lo ihe coming of 
Kosher bulchcr^ from Israel 
to anarchisf uprisings to 
grim Boer setllements, Mr, 
Chaiwin has somi hing
memorable to tell us. And if 
the imagery of Patagonia 
has found its way into 
the poetry of Donne and 
Coleridge or the prose of 
Edgar Allan Poe, he knows 
exactly how it got there, 
and he tells us.
He is not only a hearty 
traveller, capable of en­
during hardships and 
terrible food without 
complaint, but he has also 
done his homework, and he 
svrites about all of it — in a 
style, alternately grave and 
comical,-but always precise 
and pictorial.
In a tour calletl .Su- 
mienio, largely pu'- laicd 
by Boers, (“ .v did not 
marry otiisid ,s and their 
dauglilers had to go into the 
kiichcn if a Latin entered 
Ihe house”), he meets its 
“most distinguished 
citizen.., the Lithuanian, 
Casimir Slapelic,..
“Toothless, hairless and 
in his middle eighties, he 
was one of the oldest flying 
pilots in Ihc world. Each 
morning he pul on his while 
canvas flying ,suil, pottered 
down to Ihc Aero Club in
Young Ideas for FALL FASHION
For Super Quality
HOWICK STAR JEANS -i™"-
$17.99-$18.99. $19.99 
Size 7-14
Regular, or extrn wide 
Also size 7 & 8 double kneed,
$12.99. $U.99 
Slm4-6X
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for girls & hoys. Only
OVERALLS - fruit of the
loom corduroy AsstUicolours 
pre-washed- good value - ■ ^
PANTWIT 4 - 6X. Plaid ^ CORDUROY JUMPER, 
10|., solid slacks. /m 7-1-1. Kci;.$l6.w
Rcb. 16.99 *1499 <g]f) *1499
Sal., Sept. 23rd
DUFFLECOATS
Cflinet, toggle clo»lng and zipper, 
deiachabic fur lined hood,
POL Y-COTTON DRESS 






LET us PUT 
OUT THE MAT 
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his Moskva and hurled 
himself and“: his antique 
rrionoplane tq thev gales. .U 
The wind has polished his 
nose and coloured it pale 
lilac. I found him at lunch 
ladling the borscht into the 
ivory orb of his head. He 
had made his room 
cheerful, the Baltic way, 
with flowered curtains, 
geraniums, diplomas foi­
st unt flying and a signed 
photograph of Neil 
Armstrong”.
It is Bruce Chatwin’s gift 
for writing about both 
society and nature with an 
informed eye that makes his 
book so impre.ssive. He is a 
man in his thirties who 
writes occasionally for the 
London papers and is .said 
to be constantly on the 
move. He is an ex­
traordinary writer and I 
hope liiat In Palngoniu is 




A total of 15,00() persons 
signed the Sidney Tourist 
Bureau guest book this 
summer. That number is 
2500 less than last year, 
reports Sidney and Nortli 
Saanich Chamber of 
Commerce September 
newsletter.
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G.E. DISHWASHER VISCOUNT FREEZER
•PORCELAIN ENAMEL INTERIOR 
•POT SCRUBBER •PLATE WARMER 
•NORMAL SOIL •SOFT FOOD DISPOSER 
•SINGLE WASH SPEED •AUTO RINSE AGENT 
•3 LEVEL WASH ACTION DISPENSER 
•2 DETERGENT DISPENSERS
White Almonil or Harvest
•2.3 CUBIC FOOT CAPACITY 
•SAFETY LOCK LID 
•TEMPERATURE CONTROL 
•PLUS MANY MORE FEATURES 
•S YEAR WARRANTEE
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80-YF4R~OLD BROWNSE NORTH stands beside Nell the 28 foot 
tlisplacemcnt hull cruiser he built by himself in his back yard at 10187 
Deep Cove Road. Brownie spent more than two years beachcombing the 
Uigs, cutting the planks by hand and constructing the vessel.
50 Years Ago 
Methods Of Temperance 
Training Discussed
50 years ago
Members of the Sidney 
and South Saanich Young 
People’s Societies 
journeyed to Victoria 
Sunday to attend a rally 
along with three or fouri 
hundred more young people 
from Victoria, Duncan and 
Nanaimo, in the 
Metropolitan Church. The 
address, “The Challenge to 
Youth,” was given by the 
Rev. Henry Carter of 
England. It was Mr. 
Carter’s intention to enlist 
all the young people in a 
pledge of total abstinence 
from intoxicants.
■ At the close of the lecture 
a service of declaration was 
held in which the whole
standing assembly joined 
hands. The young people 
then were asked to sign the 
card which was given to 
everyone. A meeting of the 
delegates from each society 
was held after which reports 
were given of the different 




were the order of the day in 
a Review story of 
September 23, 1953.
That week, T.G. Michell, 
of Central Saanich, 
produced a potato he had 
taken from his farm. It was 
10 inches long with a short 
circumference of 11 inches 
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around its larger 
circumference. The potato 
weighted nearly three 
pounds.
To contribute to an 
impressive meal, Herbert 
H. Walker, of Patricia Bay 
grew some first-rate onions. 
The onion produced at the 
Review office measured 15 
inches around and weighed 
two pounds.
The 82-year-old gardener 
announced that it was not a 
flash in the pan. He took an 
excellent crop of similar 
sized onions this year.
10 YEARS AGO
It was reported in the 
Review of September 18, 
1968 that North Saanich
It seems to be 
characteristic of the people 
we have interviewed for the 
craft series which the 
Review has been running 
that they have had lives of 
varied and often unusual 
experience but none, 
perhaps, as interesting as 
thatof Capt. H.D. Halkett.
Capt. Halkett creates 
little masterpieces in shell 
and rock which are retailed 
through Pauline’s Hobbies 
and Crafts, 2424 Beacon.
To let Capt. Halkett tell 
it in his own way;
“Born in Victoria in 1920 
and attended public school 
in Victoria and high school 
in Vancouver after family 
moved to that city.
“Joined the Canadian 
Pacific B.C. Coast 
Steamship Service in 1938 
as deckboy and served in 
the famous “Princess” 
vessels on B.C. coast and 
Alaska routes. While 
serving as Quartermaster in 
the “Princess Mary”, now 
a well known Victoria 
dining establishment, left
Canadian Pacific to join 
H.R. MacMillan’s five 
masted schooner, “City of 
Alberni” (Canadian 
Transport Company) as a 
seaman for sea experience 
in sail on a voyage to 
Australia and the South 
Seas. The year was 1941, 
the war was on, and under 
sail alone without auxiliary 
power we carried a load 
of lumber to Sydney, 
Australia, on a passage 
that took 108 days from 
Cape Flattery to Sydney 
Heads. On the homeward 
voyage to Vancouver we 
carried a cargo of copra 
from Samoa.
“Interesting note; In the 
late 1930’s I desired to go to 
sea as a cadet, or 
apprentice, in the merchant 
service but Canada had no 
deep-sea merchant marine 
so my father made contact 
with British shipping 
companies that, from time 
to time, took Canadian 
boys as cadets. The Silver 
Java Line agreed to have 
me join as a cadet in 
Vancouver when, the
militant teetotallers and gay | 
Bachanalians (if there are 
any) alike can take comfort 
from the report of the 
Royal Canadian Mounted 
Police as read to Monday’s 
council meeting by 
Municipal Clerk M.W.E. 
Allen; “The liquor 
situation in North Saanich 
is good.” How it was good
was not made clear.
In one month there were 
81 complaints of which 77 
were , investigated. There 
were three seizures of 
liquor. Crime rate was low 
and traffic heavy.
On motion of Aldermen 
George Aylard and D.R. 
Cook the report was 
accepted.
“Silver Elm” next called. 
For this my father agreed to 
provide my kit of uniforms, 
etc. and put up a $500 bond 
for my indentures which he 
would forfeit if I left their 
service before completing 
the four-year
apprenticeship. The 
arrangements were in and 
but the war started, the 
vessel never did come to 
Vancouver and, early in the 
war, was lost with all hands 
by enemy action. But for 
Fate and the fact that the 
war commenced when it 
did, 1 would likely not be 
writing these notes today.
‘Thus it was that 1 joined 
Canadian Pacific and then 
went away in the “City of 
Alberni”. Upon return 
from the voyage in sail, niy 
sea time for a Mate’s 
certificate was completed 
so 1 attended navigation 
school in Vancouver and 
gained rny certificate. 1 
then rejoined Canadian 
Pacific and served as third 
and second officer on 
a newly-built, war-time 
freighter that Canadian 
Pacific was managing for 
the government. She was 
the “Crystal Park”, one of 
many “Park” vessels and 
we sailed out of Montreal 
and Halifax on convoy 
voyages to Britain and the 
Mediterranean. After the 
war, 1 rejoined the 
Canadian Pacific coastal 
service until, as Chief 
Officer on the Alaska 
route, 1 left to become 
Master with the Canadian 
Hydrographic Service 
engaged on tidal survey 
work on this coast. The 
year was 1952. 1 gained my
Master’s Certificate in 
1948.
“In subsequent years I 
served as Master with the 
B.C. Forest Service, Chief 
Officer and Master with the 
Department of Transport 
(Coast Guard), and a two- 
year stint with the, then 
Royal Canadian Navy.
As lieutenant in the Reserve 
1 served as Squadron 
Navigator and Operations 
Officer of the Second 
Canadian Mine.swecping 
Squadron. An interesting 
facet of service with the 
Coast Guard was a voyage, 
as Chief Officer, to the 
Arctic in the icebreaker 
“Camscll”, recently in the 
news when she was holed by 
ice in the Western Arctic.
“After much and varied 
seafaring experience, which 
was the idea in the first 
place, joined B.C. Ferries in 
1969 and have served as 
Chief Officer and Master 
on the Swartz Bay- 
Tsawwassen route. Gulf 
Island routes, the “Queen 
of Prince Rupert” on the 
Kelsey Bay-Prince Rupert 
route. At present serve 
happily as Master of M.V. 
“Mill Bay’’ on the 
Brentwoocl-Mill Bay route 
and enjoy being home no 
later than 8 p.m. every 
night. It is a short run, but 
one can look back upon an 
interesting and diversified 
career at sea.
“Today enjoy ‘puttering’ 
in the garden and, of 
course, reading novels 
concerning the sea as well 
as subscribing to several 
nautical magazines. 
However, the chief source 
of enjoyment and
relaxation is making trips 
with my wife, Frances, in 
our Toyota Chinook 
camper. Mainly we enjoy 
visiting sea side locations 
and have found collecting 
interesting shells, rocks and 
driftwood a source of fun 
and pleasure, and lately.
have taken to putting our 
findings together as 
artifacts complete with 
miniature seagulls. My wife 
has the artistic sense and 1 
am an expert at glueing!
“Trusting that the 
foregoing is not too long 
winded.”
ISLAND FURNITURE MART LTD.
has Solid Maple DINING ROOM, 
Round Table & 4 Chairs. 
Reduced to only ^399°"
CLIP THIS VALUABLE COUPON
20% Off SERVICE 
15% Off all stockviB ij^j^luDING parts
WE SPECIALIZE IN CHRYSLER 
SEAGULL AND JOHNSON ENGINES
FOR OUR
GOOD FRIENDS IN SIDNEY 
THIS OFFER GOOD FOR 1 WEEK
Victoria Lawn liarine
Largest Selection of Garden and Marine Equipment 
on the Island.
! 834 JOHNSON ST Victoria, B.C.
Totgi Trench Tmmersion’
Itiif a sitigle 'decade, 
f Canadians have been 
1;introduced to sa r inew 
method of language 
instruction with benefits 
^extending beyond^ the. 
qbvious advantage of 
speaking another language.
F r e n c h i m m e r s i o n 
courses emerged in response 
to the increasing need for 
bilingualism but the study 
has progressed to the point 
where many people see it as 
an educational method that 
increases capacity and the 
ficxibility of a child’s brain.
This is the thinking of 
Saanich Parents For French 
and they will try to convince 
Saanich School Board that 
the time has come for a
French immersion program 
iri District 63.
Immersion^^^; that
pupilsoj receive all: course 
instruction in the foreign 
language, beginning in 
kindergarten ; and; 
continuing throughout their 
elementary school years. 
Some immersion programs 
in Eastern Canada have 
gone as far as Grade 12.
Besides the obvious 
benefits of complete 
bilingualism, studies 
indicate that a child who 
receives a bilingual 
education is more flexible in 
his intellectual and 
emotional life than his 
unilingual counterpart.
Immersion students come
a 1 m o S t e x c 1 u s i v e^l y 
(especially in Victoria) from 
a n; ; : E n g I i s h - s p e a k i n g; 
background and a major 
concern : of parents 
interested in the program 
may be their competence in 
English^;’
Studies supporting 
immersion indicate that 
pupils fall behind English- 
educated students in 
English skills such as word 
k no wledge, word 
discrimination and reading. 
The Metropolitan 
Achievement Test (MAT), 
shoes that they quickly 
catch up when they begin 
their English studies in the 
.second grade. By the time 
the pilot experimental
Planning For Retirement 
Peninsula Cable Series
The first of a series ot 
eight 3()-minutc programs 
on planning for retirement, 
prepared by n group of 
voltintcer retirement 
professionals, with the 
financial assistance of six 
B.C, companies and the 
British Columbia 
Government, will be shown 
on the community channel 
of Saanich Cahlevision at 7 
p.m. vSeptember 19.
In recent years there has 
been an intense awareness 
of the problems indlvklnals 
encounter when .sutklcitly 
faced with lime on their 
hands at age 65, following a 
lifetime of activity. A 
number of large companies 
and special interest groups 
have conducted planning' 
for-retiremettt semiitars, 
but, up until now, there has 
been little available for 
employees of smaller 
companies, nor has there 
been a broad informational 
program directed at the 
general public,
The prcseiu ambitlotis 
scries was put togeilier for 
showing over an ciglii*wcck 
period on cahlevision 
comintmity channels in 
some 3** cities and towns 
. throngboul the province. 
B.C, companies sharing 
expenses for the production 
lOe, Biilish Culurtibia 
Forest Products; B.C, 
Telephone; Cns.siar 
Asbc.sios; Norih West Life 
’ Assiiranec Comitany of 
Canada; Ciovernmcni of
British Columbia; Royal 
Trust Company and 
Wbitcpass & Yukon Route.
Tbc first program. Time 
for the Taking, explains tire 
need for people within a 
few years of their 
retiremem age to begin to 
plan, Empltasis is laid on 
the need for contimiing 
involvement, preferably in 
an activity which involves 
service lo others. During 
the program, several retired 
people describe how iltcy 
have adapted iltcmselvcs, 
Speakers i nel tide
Elizabeth Hopkins, a 
retired nur.se and now 
acclaimed artist, liviuLX on 
Galiano Island, Gordon 
Shrum, Grace McGinnis, 
Clare Buckland, EdiD., an 
individual and family 
con.suliani. Dr, Jitmes 
Lyncit, assistant professor. 
Centre for Geronihology, 
University of Oregon, and 
writer Jolm Diiihic. Co- 
hosts for the series are 
Dong Short and 7,oe 
Gropper. fire next program 
in the series deals with 
Money Matter.s.
Anglican Glnb Meets
First meeting of the 
Men's Chib of the Anglican 
parish of North Saanich 
was held on September
Mill, with viec-pfcsldcnl 
Art Freelovc in the chair in 
Ihe absence of president 
Stewart Willis,
The Club meets at 9 a.m. 
on lit second Thursday of 
each month to receive the 
Holy Communion in St. 
Andrew's Church and then 
move to the adjoining hall 
for a breiikfno.
During Ihe business 
session secretary-treasurer 
Ocora<‘ read niim>t?'.t 
of the last meeting in June, 
and reported a state of 
solvency i f not nffInence.
Following a club custom 
a mcrnbei', Ed Noden told
the story of bis life from bis 
birth in Sliropsliirc, 
England in 1893. to arrival 
in Canada in 19%, throngli 
World War One, wlicre he 
served mostly with Motor 
Transport,
Later he followed tlie 
advice: “Go west, young 
man", and ended up 
homesteading in norilicrn 
Saskatchewan, having 
driven his three cows and .a 
calf some 125 miles from 
Banlefoid, with a pair of 
o.xcii and a Icaiii of iHfiitc,',,
He married 50 years ago 
and farmed in 
Sa'd'.atcbcvan unlit 1958 
when lie experimented 
briefiy with life down*Easi 
and then enme to Sidney, 
falling in love with the town 
at first sight.
group had reached tlie end 
of grade six they shoed “no 
evidence of deficit in any 
aspect of English-language 
competence including 
reading skill or complex 
vocabulary development.” 
l^ater studies show that 
immersion students are 
catching up to their 
English-educated counter­
parts by the end of grade 
four.
Barbara Lake is a mother 
with two chidlren in the full 
.immersion course at 
Willows School in Victoria. 
She originally sent her 
daughter there because 
she had attended the 
Montessori school (a pre- 
school where children arc 
given the opportunity to 
learn to read and write 
before school age) ,and 
could already read and 
write before she started 
grade one.
I didn’t want her to 
jump to grade two because 
she’s more comfortable 
with children Iter own age,” 
Barbara said, “so 1 put her 
in an immersion course for 
the extra chalienge it would 
offer her."
The
“The cbildren don't 
Appear to notice any 
difference,” she added, 
“They say they're French 
croissants and the other 
students are Englisli 
imifflns,”
Barbara Lake and 
Yvonne Rolston arc tlte two 
originators of the Saanich 
chapter of the Barents For 
French. T he orgrini/ation is 
a national one with chapters 
in virtually every urban 
centre throughout the 
country; B.C. has 25 school 
districts with Earenis F’or 
I'rcnch groups,
Saanich dislrict parents
who want their children to 
attend French immersion 
courses are presently 
obligated to drive them to 
Willows School in Victoria 
but the Saanich Parents For 
French are working on a 
presentation for school 
bord and hope to have a 
kindergarten class begin 
somewhere in the Peninsula 
in September 1979.
French Program Co­
ordinator Russ Cowing says 
he figures that if 25 to 30 
parents arc really interested 
in enrolling their children, 
then there should be no 
objection from the school 
board.
Finding a suitable 
teacher, transportation and 
the financial burden of 
setting up the course arc 
.some of the difficulties 
faced by tlic scliool board 
sec in starting the 
immersion course. These 
are minor difficulties, 
according to the parent 
group, and can be easily 
ironed out. A federal 
government grant will cover • 
half the cost of establishing 
the program.
Any parents interested, 
especially those with 
cliildren aged llirec and 
four, are urged lu contact 
tlte Saaniclt Parent for 
ITeneh as soon as possible. 
Parents plan to make their 
pitch in November and will 
need as miicli support us 
possible. If you are 
imeresicd, eouiaci Yvonne 
Rolston id 652-5501 or 
Sylvia Prelo at 652'4298,
SIDMEY'S
NEWEST ond FIMEST
RETAILERS — Be A Part of Sidney’s 















Featuring an attractive, spacious,' Glass-covered 
Mall with Customer Parking.
382-3521Your Lawn
with BARK MULCH
- THE ULTIMATE LAWN TOP DRESSING -
c»«o
To Promote Healthy Turf and Conserve Water We Recommend;
1. CUT LAWN VERY SHORT
2. POWER RAKE TO REMOVE THATCH 
AND UNWANTED GROWTH
3. AERATE AND REMOVE CORES 
FROM SURFACE
4. FERTILIZE WITH ANY LOW NITR0GEN| 
FERTILIZER
5. TOP DRESS WITH APPROX. Vz” OF FINE BARK MULCH.
Sidney Rentals
Sales Sorvicos & Parts
GSG-SSAl
rillsCOKPOUATION OFTIIK DISTUK I 
OF CKNTHAL SAANICH
PUBLIC NOTICE
Court of Revision ■ List of Electors
The Ctmrt of Revision will sit oii Monday, 
Qciohei 2, 1978 at TiOt) P.M., in the Muuicipul 
[Tall,'to hear nil complaiuls and correct iiuy erioi.soi 
ommissions mi the l.isi t.if Electors for 1978/79. The 
List of Elector.s will he posted at Ihc Mimieipal Hall, 
(h<' Pnllce 'Htriirnn, Ihe fviinnk’hlon Post Office and 
the Brentwood T*osl Office on Wednesday, 
September 20, 1978.








6778 Kirkpatrick Way 
Oft KoaHiig Cross Rd. 
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Fishing news
Sidney Anglers probably 
wish they were still up at 
Poet’s Nook as fishing in 
the Sidney area has been 
worse than poor. Don 
Joinson was the only Sidney 
Angler to weigh in. a salmon 
this week, he landed an 8.7- 
pounder at Dock Island on 
strip.
Inlet I'ishing was better 
than Sidney but still not as 
good as in previous weeks.
L..I. Howard led inlet 
tinglers with 18.12 and 6.14 
pound springs at 
namberton on strip.
McKenzie Bay was the 
hot spot for inlet anglers 
with Susan Edwards 
landing a 5.12 coho on a 
llashlail, Bill Lewis boating 
10.4, 5.4 and 5-pound
springs on strip and Ron 
Perks catching 10.2 and 
8.2-pound springs on a 
hootchie.
Val Jollymore had good 
luck buzzbombing at White 
Lady, landing an 8.13 
pound spring and a 7.8- 
pound coho. R. Lyall also 
picked up an 8.10-pound 
coho at White Lady, 
trolling with a bucktail.
At McCurdy Point, 
George Fritz caught a 10.8- 
pound spring on strip and 
Donna Saddlcton landed a 
12.8-pound spring on a 
Perkins spoon.
Mr. Brumton caught the 
biggest coho of the week, 
reeling in a 10.9-pounder on 
a white flashtail at 
McKenzie Bay.
Soccer season kicks off
The 1978-79 soccer 
season will kick off this 
weekend and the Saanich 
Peninsula Soccer Club has 
240 boys registered to play 
10 divisions and two farm 
teams.
Oldest boys, competing 
in Division 1, arc between 
16 and 18 and the youngest 
arc six and seven playing 
with the two farm teams, 
one in Sidney, one- in 
Brentwood.
Executive for the 
upcoming season: chairman 
— .lim Robertson; ’ vice- 
chairman — Wilf Price; 
secretary — Dale Gibson; 
treasurer — Gay Miller; 
registrar — Mavis Cook; 
district representaive and 
coach co-ordinator — Alice 
Kubek; equipment manager 
and director — Ray 
Hitchen; director — Harry 
Potter; director — “Dune” 
Duncan; and director — 
Ray Cook.
fSLAf^D FURf^lTURE MhRl LTD.
has Solid Maple
DINING ROOM FURNITURE 
by VILAS
Sfeop
- Wool — Notions~ Fine Gifts & Toys — Fabrics
Giant FALL FABRIC Savings
MEMBERS OF DIVISION 1 Trojans soccer club struggle for posession 





Having completed, its 
iplaying season, Sidney 
SdftbalFandis now/looking 
forward to the annual 
banquet and dance, to be 
held at Sanscha Hall, 
September 22, 1978. '
Highlight of the evening 
will be the Awards 
Ceremony during which 
presentations will be made 
to members of the league 
who have earned individual 
distinction during the 
season.
Tickets are available at a 
cost of $15 per couple.
Preparations are being 
completed for the Wayne 
Bull Benefit Dance on 
September .30, 1978, at
Sanscha Hall. All proceeds 
from this dance will be 
deposited in the Benefit 
Fund, which al present, 
holds approximately $4(X){). 
Tickets arc limited, and arc 
available at a cost of $10 
per couple.
Another n c w
development with regards 
to the Benefit Fund, is 
preparation ol' plans by the 
Sidney and Peninsula
Kiwanis Club to donate 
proceeds from their 
planited Bingo to be held 
October 17, 1978. Game 
lirrievwilivbe/;7:3p_i::witlv 
admission, set at $2 / per 
person, which includes six 
cards. Extra cards mav be
purchased at a cost of 25 
cents apiece or five for $1. 
There will also be bonus 
games.-,'
Prize sizes ;rCarinot ;bc 
guaranteed until Bingo 




TOWNS-END HARDWARE & APPLIANCES
IIUKNTWOOl) HAY SIIOIM'INCJ €I:N I Ri;
WEST SAANICH Itl). AT VHUDIICR AVI,.
PAINT SPECIALS Top Quality Linktone Paints
I.INKTONIU.ATICX I'LA’I PAINT $HM Gal. 
LINKIONFAI.KYDSKMI-CLO.SS $10.98 Gal. 
l INKTONKI.ATFXSIiMI-GI.OSS $0.98 Gal. 
LINKTONE AI KYH I,OW-LUSI RF: $f0.98 X)u\.
A LSO A yA 11, A RLE IN QIIA RI SIZES,
Fisherman author 
Charles White must know 
the right lures to u.se. His 
night school course on 
“How to Catch Salmon” 
landed 237 pupils for the 
first of a series of five 
lectures at Mt. Newton 
school last Thursday 
evening.
It was necessary to use 
the school’s gym for a 
classroom where all . the 
availble chairs and some 
benches were set up for the 
overl'low schooi ol eager 
fisher persons.
The school’s parking lots 
were also filled to over 
capacity and some words of 
warning on illegal parking 
were relayed to the fishing 
entlmsiasls from Central 
Saanich police.
Two TV’s, their screens 
looking very .small from the 
back row, were set up u\ 
sliow Charles White’s video 
tapes, taken with an 
underwiiter citmeia, of 
salmon and other fish 
striking ai baits towed 
astern. Charles White and 
his pariner, Bruce 
Colegrave had to lecture 
over the schoors 
iiddrcss system.
public
Charles While’s half of 
the two hour session pretty 
well followed the text of his 
obviously popular book on 
salmon I'ishing and Bruce 
Colegrave explained and 
demonstrated some of the 
finer points of “buck­
tailing”. Highlights, 
though, were the video 
tapes taken in Saanich Inlet 
and Rivers Inlet.
As well as showing 
salmon carefully inspecting 
the bait before they 
suddenly struck at it, one 
setiuence showed a dog fish 
getting itself ciiught. 
Contiary to previous belief 
Charlie White pointed out it 







Brontwood Shopping Centre Telephone 652>3553
GREAT SELECTIONS 








Matching Carrier St Quilt
2-14 YRS.







Mo tor Bike 
Hill Climb
Viclorin Motorcycle 
CInh’s 51st tinnual hill 
climb race iit Mount 
Douglas will he lield on 
Sunday, Oclolier 1st, 
Saanich Municipality is 
dying to lerminalc Ihe 
clnlr’s liglii lo use Ml 
Dimglns lor Ihe race after 
this year.
Mol orcyele elub 
spokesman Uu.ssell Blow 
says the more people 
ntieiiding the race n.s 
speeliiiors or contestants 
the better because it may 
convince the municipality 
to continue allowing club 
useof Ihe mountain,
The competition will 
begin shortly after noon 
and riders can register the 
smite day.
Three classifications for 
riders are: 250 cc and 
tinder, .330 ec, and open. 
Tliere will be a riders 
meeting at noon,
Anyone inteicsed should 




A shimmery dress and blouse 
fabric for those special occasions. 
Brown, blue green, grey, gold, 
while, red, peacock, black. 115 
cm. wide.




One, two, and three tier skirts so 
easy to complete (sew a scam, 
finisli the hem &.make an cleslic 
waist). Acrylic and poly/cotlon 
blends in lovely fall rpints.
8.75 Metre
Make a jacket, skirl, pants! 
Flannel suling in herringbone or 




100 % nylon for cozy nighttime 
wear. Pretty prints including some 




A soft comfortable Satin in blue, 




A basic fabric in eleven clours. 
150 cm. wide. Great Value!
REMEMBER:
1 METRE = 39.37 inches
LOOK FOR INSTORE SPECIALS!!
REGISTER NOW!
Knit & Stretch Sewing CEasses
Wed. nights 7:30-9:30p.m. 6 lessons
Starts Sept. 27th $12.00







Order Now! from our beautiful 
Christmas Card Collection.
EMBASSY - EXECUTIVE - SUNSET.





Sept. 20 Thru Sept. 30th
Gome Visit
7167 Wesf Saanich Rd. Store Hours; Mon. Thru Ssit. 9:00 a.ih.-S p,ih. M2 3612
HIM
UNTIL OCT. 30
OUR PERMS'include a Geometric Precision Cut 
NOW OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK, Friday till 8:30 P.[
FOUR OF THE BEST:
ASK FOR CAROL, JACKY, JOANE or BILL,
ALL TOP KNOTS WITH MANY YEARS OF EXPERIENCE "











K) SERVE AEI, THE LADIES 







'i he Ullimale In Huir Design
•(iemlieliie piceiRion culling
• Blow styling 
•Uollcrseis styling
• ll.'iir coluuring, IjoMing, siieitking, icneciions, 
ilttiing, toning tmd highlighting.
• I'ciimineni wiiving with n .sciemilu' ap|)iqiii.’h 
•Siiiek waves, sun-ray lamps lot it nainral |nok 
•Far I’ierclng.
AlIVYUlk OuuiufthHHi
if \oi ioiim r««M)H yuDf HDl ytiu mriy f»ov** a (W iorvlfw at nu ■
wtlh HMy <4 ODf %tyli%l* MHMif itfilon, or gwf yDiii tHormy fwluivtod.
Wtt lifivw 0 coHUtiHatlmi cd r»tylD>H Hi piDfHw wvt.ny'TJDtt.
CaTirvILIRH: FRI,i;LSM>N C:.t- T''l''iNG
THE IN HAIR DESIGN
Air.Con(ibionY‘it SiirroiindlnjMi
tiJOW, SAANICH UD, 










A new Evinrude 35 h.p. 
engine was stolen from the 
back of a 16-foot boat early 
Saturday from Bob Whyte 
Marina. The motor was 
taken from the back of the 
boat and lifted over a six- 
foot, chain link fence. The 
$1600 engine is still missing 
and police are continuing 
their investigation.
♦ * *
An RCMP foot patrol 
officer surprised three 
minors enjoying a drinking 
party in Beacon Plaza 
Saturday night. All three 
ran when they saw the 
officer approaching but 
were later apprehended. An 
adult has been charged wit 
supplying liquor to minors.
Shortly after midnight on 
Sept. 17 a breaking-and- 
entering was reported on 
Tryon Road. An RCMP 
officer found the front door 
of the house had been 
kicked in but a search of the 
house revealed that nothing 
had been . stolen. The 
complaintant said he’d 
heard noises in the bushes 
and felt he had scared the 
thieves away before they 
had been able to steal 
anything.
Mike Twan reported his 
motorcycle was vandalized 
while parked on Orchard 
Street on Sunday. The glass 
on his running instruments 
was broken and the gas
%. i‘/ < <
Committee Established To 
Review Transportation 
For Handicapped
bn August 31 Municipal
tank was dented. Any 
witnesses are asked to 
report what they saw to the 
RCMP.
* * , *
Mr. John English of Oak 
Bay was knocked down in 
the ferry lineup at Swartz 
Bay on Friday. Mr. English 
was stepping out from 
behind his car when he was 
struck by a rear-view mirror 
extending from a truck. Mr. 
English suffered minor 
injuries.
* ♦ ♦
A boy was struck by a 
motor vehicle while driving 
his bicycle past the exit of 
the Safeway on Friday. The 
boy suffered minor injuries 
and his bicycle was 
damaged. The cardrver was 
charged.
Illegal signs leading to
DEER ON YOUR DOORSTEP? Some people on Saanich fawn speculatively circled the garden of a local resident 
Peninsula have just that. The above photograph was taken waiting for a morning handout of grain. (Review Photo by 
near Prospect Lake when this not-too-timid doe and her Pat Murphy)
Adopt-A-Gran Program Launches For Thanksgiving
Toronto, Ontario—: 
Help the Aged, an in­
ternational charity which 
has recently opened its 
Canadian headquarters in 
Toronto, is launching its 
Adopl-a-Gran sponsorship 
program for Thanksgiving, 
to help elderly people 
around the world.
The program enables 
individuals or groups to 
‘adopt’ an elderly man or 
woman iri the poorer 
countries of the vyorld by 
contributing $100 a year 
($8.50 per ■ month) to 
provide the “Gran” with;
shelter, food and medical 
care which they desperately 
need. The program helps to 
support hundreds of old 
people who,- without help, 
would probably die of 
starvation and would 
certainly live out the last 
few years of their lives in 
deprivation and without 
dignity.
Many of these people 
have fallen on hard times. 
They are now too old to 
work and have no income. 
Many have lost touch with 
their families — the 
children having left home to
seek work — and even more 
are suffering from blin­
dness and illness which 
makes it hard for them to 
scrape a living together. 
Some have to beg in the 
streets — some are lucky 
enough to have a free 
monthly rice allowance 
from one of the caring 
organizations through 
which Help the Aged 
works.
; When a sponsor joins the 
program, they will receive a 
photograph and brief 
personal history of their
“Gran” and they can have 
the added joy of 
corresponding and ex­
changing f i photographs 
which are always treasured
';,SO mUCh'.''::,-''/s
• Help the Aged was 
established in England in 
1 %2 i h response to World
Regugee Year and it is the 
only charity which works 
internationally to help old 
people. The charity has 
been operating in Canada 
since 1975 and has recently 
opened its headquarters in 
Toronto. The charity has 
the endorsement of 
prominent politicians in 
Canada, including Prime 
Minister Trudeau and the 
Right Honorable John 
Diefenbaker, and also 
Canada’s leading Church 
dignatories. Its efforts are 
matched by the Canadian 
International Development 
Agency (Cl DA) to support 
self-help schemes of all 
kinds in the developing 
world. Recently, for 
example, a group of old 
people in Kenya were given 
seeds and fertilizers for a 
vegetable growing project.
The Adopt-a-Gran 
sponsorship program is 
being launched just before 
Thanksgiving, said Sue 
White, Toronto co­
ordinator of the program. 
“This is a time when we 
think of others and 
remember those who have 
no reason to hope unless 
we, the more fortunate, 
show that we care. This is a 
personal and practical way 
of helping an old person iii 
need and of knowing that 
your contribution goes to 
an individual, rather than 
into a vast fund.”
For more information 
please call Sue White at 
(4116) 489-1146 or write to 
her at Help the Aged, 88 
Eglinton Avenue East, 
Toronto, Ontario, M4P 
.,lC7.''-v
Affairs and Housing 
Minister Hugh Curtis met 
with a new committee 
established by his ministry 
to review the transportation 
options available to han­
dicapped citizens. The 
committee consists of 
members from various 
interested government 
ministries, non-profit 
organizations . arid private 
citizens.
The committee will 
examine both the practical 
experience of other com­
munities dealing with this 
problem and the results of 
two experimental programs 
proposed by the provincial 
government. These 
programs are designed to 
meet some of the tran­
sportation needs of han­
dicapped citizens in both 
large and small urban areas.
In the large urban area, 
four regular size buses will 
be equipped with lifts and
placed on regular routes 
that service business, 
medical and entertainment 
areas during normal hours. 
The plan for the smaller 
centre is to provide a whole 
fleet of small, fully ac­
cessible buses to an area 
which currently is without 
public transportation. 
Funding for these programs 
will be provided mostly by 
the Provincial and Wesern 
Lotteries.
It is hoped that within a 
year the committee will 
have completed its 
examination of both the 
B.C. experimental 
programs and those in other 
areas. The committee will 
then submit its recom­
mendations to the 
government. Mr. Curtis 
emphasized that ' the 
government has no 
preconveived notions of the 
best solution for this 
problem and will consider 
any practical proposal.
gam
Fisherman’s Wharf were 
po,sted on telephone poles 
and municipal property. 
The signs were removed by 
a municipal employee and 
delivered to the Sidney 
RCMP.
« * *
Sidney RCMP have 
reported a number of 
prowler incidents in the 
vicinity of Henry St., 
Sidney. The latest of the.se, 
early Saturday morning, 
turned out to be a large cat 
peering through a woman’s 
window, but RCMP feel 
other reported incidents 
have been real prowlers. 
“We would appreciate any 
assistance from the public 
in this matter,” an RCMP 
spoke.sman said, “as quite 
often the.se incidents arc 
noted by public but not 
reported.’’
ELLIS ELECTRIC
New Home?. More Power Required?
WE SPECIALISE IN LINE WORK
658-8 040 Pager 388-6275 #756
\mm Fom^fTyiiE mmi ltd.
has Solid Maple
OCCASIONAL TABLES & BOOKSHELVES 
by VILAS
SIDNE Y ELECTRICAL SER VICES L TD.
Repairs to refrigerators, A/C’s, Freezers, 
Washing Machines^ Dryers, Ranges, 
Dishwashers, Washer & Dryer hook-ups. House rewiring 
Reasonable
Open Tuesday to Sunday
Smorgasbord Lunch 
Wednesday through Sunday
Smorgasbord Dinner Wednesday Evening 
other day, A La Carte Menu 
Phone Early for Reservations












Wolghi loii in cutting, boning a trimming will incroaio Iho price per lb.
~ PHricis EFFECn
Island View Freezer Ltd.
7005 E. SAANICH RD.
652-2411
Postmaster General 
Gilles Lamontagne has 
announced that Canada 
Post will issue its 1978 
Christmas commemorative 
stamps on Oct. 20.
Early Renaissance 
paintings from the 
collection of the National 
Gallery of Canada were 
chosen to illustrate the three 
stamps in this year’s 
Christmas series. Only the 
focal point of the paintings, 
mother and infant, appears 
on the stamps.
The illastration of the 12- 
cent stamp is taken from an 
early 15th century painting, 
“THE MADONNA OE
THE FLOWERING 
PEA,” by an anonymous 
master of the Cologne 
School. The 14-cent stamp 
is based on the late 15th 
century painting, “THE 
VIRGIN AND CHILD 
WITH SAINT ANTHONY 
AND DONOR, ” by Hans 
Memling of the Flemish 
School. Illustration for the 
30-cent stamp is taken from 
the centre portion of a I4th 
century triptych, “THE 
VIRGIN AND CHILD 
WITH SAINTS,” “THE 
ANNUNCIATION, THE 
NATIVITY AND THE 
CRUCIEIXTION,” by 
Jocopo DiCionc.
• Layout and typography
for the three stamps are by 
Jean Morin of Montreal.
Printing in .six-colour 
lithography is by Ashton- 
Potter Limited of Toronto. 
There will be 111 ,000,000 
12-cent, 76,000,000 14-cent, 
and 24,000,000 30-cent 
stamps printed.
“The Madonna and 
Child has been a favorite 
subject of painters down 
the centureis,” .said Mr. 
Lamontagne in making the 
announcement,
“No other subject 
captures so well the spirit of 
reverence and joy we 
experience anew each year 
as wc celebrate tlic birth of 
tlie infant Jesus.”
THREE NEW BUSINESSES 
TO SIDNEY'S GROWING COMMUNITY
Poachad riM of tola 
With Muthroom tnuca
Chal'i Soup ol tiM Day 
Waddling Dag toiod 
lYourcholcaol dtaailng) 
Rooil Poich ol lontb 





r/ie Waddling Dog Hm Something For Everyone
..................... “r~--r[irirminiiMiwgiiiii|giiiiiiwBiaigiMii
Food ^iqmg^^om
SERVING SUPERB BRITISH CUISINE





BRITISH PIANO & DANCING . 
r-VERV FRIDAY & SATURDAY EVENING
FAMILY BUFIW ■ ^ 
LUNCH & DINNER DAILY 
' SUNDAY FROM 5 P.M.
COFFEE shop"; ■' ,
OPEN 9 TO 9 DAILY
AMmcAjTIsm
PATOICIA BAY HIGHWAY AT 






advertised in tlte Sidney and 
North Saanich Chamber of 
Commerce tourist brocliurc 
and have not paid for their 
ud are reminded to do so as 
soon as possible. Out­
standing debts total 
approximately $4,500 says 
Ihe Chamber.
WalterStauh, P,M,C. V. - B.AI. - B.C.R.S.
AND ASSOCIATE
European Tnilned Piano Tuners iimrrecliniciiin.s 
Conservator) of Ziiricli and Vienna 
20 Years on Saunidi Peninsula 
Auiltorizcd Hein/.man and Baldwin Technicians and 
Tuner for loading Music Tcaclicrs.
Music Tuition in Modern Studio 
Wind Inslrunieiils and Keyliourds 























WE ARE LOCATED NEXT 
TO THE SAFEWAY PARKING LOT
■' r-'' I
WSr' ’
Groceries at Discount Prices
★ AMPLE FREE PARKING ★
9 to 9 Monday thru Friday Saturday 9 to 6 
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By
GORDON EWAN 
What, on first ap­
pearance, seemed a 
reasonable and rational 
thing for Central Saanich 
Council to do - to register 
its community plan, which 
has been developed over the 
last five years, as an 
“official” plan with the 
provincial government - is 
turning out to be an exercise 
in futility and frustration.
One stumbling block is 
the Capital Regional 
District’s overall authority 
in such affairs.
Before a locally 
developed community plan 
can be registered as “of­
ficial”, it must first be 
approved by the presiding 
board, that is: conform to 
the precepts of the regional 
district’s planning staff, 
who in turn are im­
plementing the collective 
will of the regional board 
'members. This approval 
process can be deficient in 
many elements. In fact, it 
can be downright dic­
tatorial, since a regional 
board has the raw power to 
approve or not to approve.
The move to register the 
Central Saanich Com­
munity Plan as official was 




were: that the plan w'as 
evolved over a long period 
of time through the direct 
r participation of many 
! public-spirited citizens of 
; the community; the ‘ plan 
had been refined through a 
r series of public meetings on 
■ its various aspects; it had 
, gained acceptance of the 
public majority and it had 
; been unanimously adopted 
by Central Saanich 
; Council. But, the argument 
i continued, if the com-
• munity plan could be 
adopted by resolution of
* the current council, then it 
could also be changed by 
another simple resolution
; and the public had no real 
: protection against sudden




733A Coldstream Ave. 
Langford 478-0322
^Custom Built Flroploco Scroens 
^Firoploce Accossoriei 
*M»tal FIroplacos and Chimneys 
^Woodburnlng Stoves and
Closed MondaysHeateri




To provide stability and 
to ensure that any changes 
were a consensus after 
public debate “to protect 
council against itself” - as it 
was put at the time the 
ratepayer association 
advocated registration of 
the plan be registered as 
official”. This request 
was acceded to by Central 
Saanich Council last fall.
It was known at the time 
that the Capital Regional 
Board had reservations 
about the Central Saanich 
community plan and that 
amendments would have to 
be made to have it accepted.
It was decided that the 
best way to have the 
necessary amendments 
prepared was to consult 
directly with the Capital 
Regional planning 
department and, ac­
cordingly, that staff was 
retained to do so on a fee- 
for-service basis costing 
several thousand dollars.
Draft amendments were 
received by Central Saanich 
late last spring. Apart from 
a certain air of con­
sternation, they were kept 
highly classified, there was 
strictly “no comment” and 
a number of “closed” 
meetings were held to 
consider them throughout 
the summer. At last, 
however, there has been a 
cautious announcement of 
an impending public 
meeting to consider the 
revised plan.
The meeting was ten­
tatively scheduled for 
September 21, but it has 
been postponed because the 
provincial Land Com­
mission has a number of 
comments it would like to 
make through the 
municipal Advisory 
Planning Commission, due 
to meet September 27. A 
public meeting, therefore, 




On being asked to 
comment on the proposed 
revisions to the Central 
^SsfSriich plan, a sittirtg 
a 1 d e r m a n term ed them 
“rather innocuous” - and 
proceeded to outline the 
revisions as mentioned in an 
information sheet released 
by the municipality.
(Sine this document 
appears to. be the agreed 
position of Central Saanich 
Council on its revised 
community plan, it is 
published separately in its 




The current Central 
Saanich community plan is 
44 pages long. The revised 
one consists of 70 pages. 
Not only have newsections 
been added but also major 
enlargements of and 
alterations to existing 
sections.
Stated purpose of both 
the current and the revised 
plans is to provide “a 
formal and comprehensive
policy basis for all bylaws 
affecting the use of land 
and related public works 
programmes”.
These policies in turn are 
to be based ofn the con-
CENTRAL SAANICH 
COMMUNITY PLAN
STAGING OF DEVELOPMENT 
The revised Plan contains a Table (Table 1, 
Section 5), and map (Figure 4) showing staging of 
development, and the population that could be 
accommodated throughout the municipality over the 
next twenty years. Currently sewered areas are in­
dicated as Stage 1, Keating Ridge is indicated as 
Stage 2.
ENVIRONMENT
An Environmental Management chapter has been 
added containing general policies, and specific 
policies relating to creeks and streams, inland 
wetlands, wildlife habitat, lands subject to erosion, 
marine shorelands, beach shores and heritage sites. 
Two maps have been added (Figure 2 - Sensitive 
Environments, and Figure 3 - Marine Shorelands). 
Individual sections of the Plan have also been 
strengthened in terms of environmental protection.
TRANSPORTATION
This section of the Plan has been revised, in­
dicating the links between the Central Saanich road 
system and other communities in the metropolitan 
area.
UPLAND
A new section has been added to designate part of 
Mount Newton and a small area at the south-west 
corner of Benvenuto and West Saanich Road as 
Upland, as predominantly suitable for development 
on existing; lots. This change corresponds to the 
provisions of the zoning bylaw, and to the Official 
Regional Plan.
sideration and iden 
tification of values of 
residents of the 
municipality. To this end, a 
set of goals, a set of ob­
jectives, and a set of 
policies are outlined.
Eleven goals are iden­
tified, each goal having at 
least three and up to fifteen 
objectives. Each objective 
generally has several im­
plementation policies, and 
thereis no way to condense 
or summarize the com­
munity plan.
For protection of the 
environment a number of 
sometimes overlapping 
“sensitive” areas have been 
vaguely plotted on a map. 
These encompass most of 
the municipality, a notable 
exception being a broad 
swath identified on another 
map as including the areas 
for proposed stage one 
sewer extensions.
Policies restrict 
development and siting of 
buildings within the sen­
sitive areas.
For instance, creek beds 
and banks are to be 
protected and, hopefully, 
donated to the public by 
frustrated landowners. 
Similarly, construction on 
most marine water fron­
tages is to be set back 100 
feet, despite the fact that 
many waterfront homes are 
already built much closer to 




Some roads, such as 
Wallace Drive, have been 
designated “arterials”. The
stated policy on arterials is 
‘direct access to abutting 
property is provided by a 
limited number of well 
controlled entrances”. But 
already there arc many 
properties on Wallace Drive 
and other designated ar- 
terials that enjoy direct 
access. >
Many of the objectives 
and policies in the current 
plan have been rephrased. 
In a number of cases where 
current policy states ouncil 
“shall” do so-and-so, the 
revision merely states 
Council “shall endeavor 
to” do that thing.
The policies, taken in 
their entirety, including 
their implications, would 
give Central Saanich the 
power to control nearly 
every minute aspect of land 
u.se within its jurisdiction.
In essence, the revised 
community plan says lhat 
Central Saanich shall be a 
beautiful place to live in 
and the collective wisdom 
of the reigning council shall 
be the sole judge of what is 
beautiful.
When asked about the 
legal authority for and 
force of the community 
plan, the one alderman 
admitted that there was 
none at all. Council, he 
said, has no power to 
enforce the plan nor has the 
public any redress to 
require council lo adhere to 
it. It served as a policy 
guide though, he explained, 
to council in drafting Ian 
use and associated bylaws, 
in making decisions on 
matters brought before it
and in drawing up public 
works and other 
programmes, ll was, he 
concluded, an educational 
exercise and depended for 
its effect on the weight of 
public opinion.
OPINION SOUGHT 
Seeking further opinion. 
Dr. Donald J. MacLaurin, 
who has served as a Central 
Saanich alderman for 
several terms during the 
past 12 years, was ap­
proached for comment, by 
The Review.
He said he ws opposed to 
making the community plan 
official because it was an 
exercise in futility. He 
confirmed it was unen­
forceable and council need 
not follow it.
Expanding on the theme, 
MacLaurin explained: “If 
people were perfectly 
rational and reasonable, 
then there would be no need 
for a community plan.”
“However”, he con­
tinued, “some people are 
not and have selfish in­
terests they would place 
before the public good. 
Besides* there are also 
honest, but conflicting, 
differences of opinion to 
contend with. Therefore, an 
agreed to plan is needed as 
an active first stage to 
render rational order out of 
what otherwise would be 
chaos”.
The community plan 
served this purpose, 
MacLaurin said, even 
though it was only quasi 
legal, it appeared 
authoritative. Its policies 
forced a degree of or-
derline.ss.
Since, whether it has legal 
force or not, the revised 
community plan would be 
used by Central Saanich 
Council in its deliberations 
and its policies cited as 
reason or defence for its
actions on the grounds lhat 
it rcpre.sentcd the concensus 
of the public. Residents arc 
well advised to review it 
most carefully before it is 
tactily endorsed and so 
given the,.stamp of public 
approval.
DISTRICT OF PiORTH SAAPIICH 
IMOTfCE
OF PUBLIC HEARING
NOTICE is hereby given that the District of North 
Saanich will be making application lo the Lieutenant 
Governor-in-Council under Section 8(12) and (13) of 
the Agricultural Land Commission Act and Section 
40 of B.C. Regulations 313/78 to have the following 
properties included in the designated .Agricultural 
Land Reserve;
(1) Lot A, .Section 7, Range 3 East, Flan 16762, 
North Saanich Land District;
(2) That part of Section 7, Range 3 East, lying 
south of a line drawn easterly at right angles to the 
west boundary of said section from a point on said 
boundary distant 10 chains from the .south west 
corner of said section e.xcepl iho.se parts of the 
former rights-of-way of the Canadian Northern 
Pacific Railway registered in the name of His 
Majesty the King in right of the Province of British 
Columbia, under number 103302-1 and 103308-1 and 
except those parts thereof included within the 
boundaries of Plan 11093, 13429 and 16762, North 
Saanich Land District.
These lands lie east of Canora Road abutting the 
southern boundary of the Town of Sidney.
Persons who deem themselves affected by such an 
application will be afforded an opportunity to be 
heard before the Municipal Council at a Public 
Hearing to be held in the Royal Canadian Legion, 
Branch No. 37 Hall 1660 Mills Road on Wednesday, 
September 27th, 1978 commencing at 7:30 p.m.
Dated September 19th, 1978. E.F. Fairs
Municipal Clerk
AGRICULTURAL
This section has been reviewed, and the 
Agricultural Land Reserve boundaries shown as na 
overlay to the Plan Map (Figure 1).
RECREATIONAL USES ;
The sections of the Plan which were entitled 
Leisure Commercial and Major Public Park have 
been re-named Commercial Recreation and Open 
Space. “Commercial Recreation” applies to in­
tensive uses such as marinas, motels, and campsites. 
The “Open Sapee” designation applies to extensive 
recreational uses such as public parks as well as 
privately owned land used .as exhibition places, 
riding academies, etc.
changes to THEMUNICIPAL ACT
The Plan has been revised to accbmrilbdate recent 









Autumn “500” card 
parties, held on Wedne.sday 
evenings in Central Saanich 
Lion’s Hall (formerly the 
South Saanich Institute 
Hall) East Saanich Road, 
have resumed.
S.S. W.I. held the first on 
Wednesday Sept. 6. 
Winners were: Mrs, W, 
Wills, Mrs. J. Walcer, Mrs. 
L. Farrell, F. Michell, L. 
F'arrell and C. Mullin. High 
bids were won by Mrs. E. 
Hamilton and C. Mullin 
and consolation prizes by 
E. Hamilton and E. 
Crossicy.
Saanichton 500 Club held 
its fir-st card party on 
September 13 with a good 
crowd. Winners were Mrs.
L. Farrell, Mi.ss A, Brown,
M. Johnson, .1, Crossley, 
and W, Wills, Jirn Godfrey 
and Vera Hardingbam won 
high bid and consolation 
prizes went to Mrs, Nora 
Hamit Ion and R. 
Crawford.
These organizations hold 
“500” card partlc.s 
alternately every 
W ed n c s d a y eve nin g, 
beginning at 8 p.m., in 
Central Saanich Lion’s Hall 
and anyone is welcome to
attend.
Melvill Che.stcr and Hugh 
Whiting of St. Marves, 
Cornwall England, arc 
spending a few days with 
Mr. Chester’s cousin and 
her husband, Mr. and Mrs. 
Bert Bickford, Saanichton. 
Messrs, Chester anc 
Whiting arrived in Victoria 
with a tour on Labor Day 
weekend and spent a few 
days visiting friends am 
relatives before continuing 
on tour to Northern B.C. 
Jasper and Banff in 
Alberta: they returned to 
the coast here for a more 
extended visit in Vancouver 
and Vicluiia, and returned 
to England last weekend.
♦ If ; *
Mrs, Colin Springford 
and little daughter Clarice, 
of Parksvillc, spent lust 
weekend visiting her 
parents Mr. and Mrs. O. 
Doncy and family, 
Lurkvalc Drive.
*
Miss T. dc Jong, 
Edmonton, is visiting her 
parents Mr. and Mrs. P. dc 
Jong, Sim|)son Road and 




Scotiabank is growing in more than 1000 
neighbourhcxjcis across Canada and around the world.
In each one, we get to know our neighbours and learn 
just how to give them the kind of bank they need, c 
Branch Manager Gary Saville and his staff cordially 
invite you to attend their Open House on Saturday 
September 23,1978,10:00 a m. - 3:00 p.m. They are 
looking forward to meeting you and helping you with all 
your banking needs in their new branch at 2355 Beacon 
Avenue.
Grow with us in Sidney, B.C.
Our new branch opens Saturday, September 23, 
1978. ■








10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. 
10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. 
10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. 
10:00 a.m. “6:00 p.m. 
10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
M ■ r
COMMENCING SEPTEMBER 20, 1978
\fR. JOHN R, YOUNG 
of our Victoria office 
will be available for consultation at 
2412 D. Beacon Avenue 
Sidney, B.C,
Each Wednesday from 8;30 A.M. to 12:30 P.M.
Sidney 6.S6-4422 Victoria 384-1157
Pemberton Securities
Branch Manager Gary Saville
^'Serving Western Cnnadians Since 1887"
THE BANK OF NOVA SCOTIA
2355 Beat:on Avenue 





REVIEW Wednesday, September 20,1978
Another Tall Ship Sets Sail For Captain-Cook Bi-
On her way to British 
Columbia from eastern 
Atlantic waters is the 
Portuguese Navy’s three- 
masted steel barque Sagres 
ll. The 41-year7old vessel 
will visit Victoria October 
19 to 21 and Vancouver 
October 22 to 24. Sagres 11 
will be the fourth tall ship 
to come to the province as 
part of the British 
Columbia. Captain Cook 
Bi-Centennial com­
memorations. Like the 
previous three tall ship 














and Kaiwo Maru from 
Japan and the Eagle from 
the United States - Sag,res 
11 will be open for public 
viewing following what 
should be another spec­
tacular tall ship entrance 
into British Columbia 
waters.
Minister of Tourist 
Industry Grace McCarthy 
said confirmation of the 
ship’s visit was made by the 
Portuguese ambassador. 
“We are indeed fortunte to 
have another of these 
magnificent vessels come to 
British Columbia’’ Mrs. 
McCarthy said. “The sister 
ship of the Sagres 11, the 
Eagle, was e.xtrenicly 
popular and again the 
public w'ill sec one of the 
few tall ships left in the 
world. It will be a Bi- 
Centennial highlight to end 
our festival of events.’’ , 
Sagres 11 is one of the 
three barques built in 
Hamburg by Blohin and 
Voss for the German Navy 
between 1933 and 1938. The 
Russian steel barque 
Tovarishch 11 was launched 
in 1933 as the Gorch Fock 1; 
completed in 1936 was the 
Horst Wessel, now' the 
United States Coast Guard 
cutter Eagle; and Albert 
Leo Schlageter, built in
1937 and launched in 1938 
is now the Sagres II.
The Portuguese Navy 
training ship has made very 
few voyages during recent 
years of her existence. After 
being damaged by mines 
during the second world 
war the ship was passed into 
American possession as. a 
war reparations payment 
and handed over by the 
United States to Brazil in
1948.
She then became known 
as the Guanabara, the 
Brazilian Navy’s sail 
training ship. In 1961 the 
former Albert Leo 
Schlageter was purchased 
by Portugal and after being 
recommissioned Sagres ll 
became the official Por­
tuguese Navy sail training 
ship.
The last significant
voyage taken by the 
colourful barque was for 
the United States Bi- 
Centennial commemoration 
in 1976. Prior to that the 
ship took part in the Tall 
Ships Race of 1964 with the 
well-known author and 
yachtsman Alan Villiers 
aboard.
Sagres 11 stands out iii 





on each of her five sails on 
the fore and main masts, 
Length of the barque is 
268 feet while her rig height 
is 150 feet. The ship has a 
beam of 40 feet, a 17 foot 
draught and the grew 
complement is 203.
Sagres I and Sagres 11 
were named after the 
‘Infanta’s Town’’ near 
Cape St. Vincent at the 
southwestern tip of Por­
tugal. This is the location 
where many great explorers 
and navigators in years 
gone by launched their 
expeditions.
Cape St. Vincent is 
where Prince Henry the 
navigator often lived, and 
oversaw the naval arsenal. 
It was his court at Sagres, 
that had most responsibility
for geographical study and 1 
practical exploration of the 
first half of the fifteenth | 
century. He died there in 
1460. His is the bust of the 
figurehead of Sagres 11.
Sagres 1, launched in 
1896 as the German-built 
steel full-rigger Rickmer 
Rickmers, sailed between 
Portugal and the Tar east 
with general cargo from 
.1896 to 1912. In the latter 
year she was brought by C. 
Kraabbenhoft of Hamburg, 
rechristened Max'and used 
in the nitrate trade.
Seized by the Porlugue.se 
in 1916 and renamed 
Flores, she became a carrier 
of war material then 
disappeared from the 
register until 1924 when she 
appeared as Sangres 1, a sail
training ship for the 
Portuguese Navy. In 1961 
she became a stationary
seaman’s school in the river 








STARTING OCT. 1, 1978
BEGINNERS and INTERMEDIATE
*35.00 FOR 10 LESSONS
Phone Enrolment, 656-4735
PAID ADVERTISEMENT ....BY DONALD&JACQUELINE WILSON
Ir
Thii fearsome looking fish is the dreaded Piranho! It has the teeth and the disposition that 
has mode it world fomed. Its diet is strictly living fishes ond one look ot its teeth is enough 
to substantiate its claim to being the most dongcrous fish in the world.
The Piranha, genus 
Serras Almus, is justly 
famous for its razor like 
teeth, strong jaws an nasty 
temper. These vicious 
South American fishes, 
attacking in schools, swiftly 
chew up any animal un­
fortunate enough to come 
into contact with them. 
They are known to have 
amputated the legs of 
wading birds, stripped the 
flesh off sheep in minutes, 
and siireded the hands of 
careless canoeists.
Thus for most people, the thought of keeping a 
school of piranhas around the house would be a. 
frightening one indeed. Not so for Sidney resident 
Dave Sutlierlancl, however.; , ■ : r
“live tried raising all types of 'exotic fish,’’ 
Sutherland says! “and ; piraiihas are a real
challcngc.’’v;:'X^ ..
Piranahs arc highly excitable, hyper, fish; ac­
cording to Sutherland and'Some hve^beeh kngwn tp i; 
' die of a heart attack while'tHeif?:keeper is tfyihgnp: 
jhanbiivcr them into a net .-' And,, for those \Vho Have 
strong cardio-vascular systems, there’s always .the 
danger of being eatciv by your mate.s a fate suf­
fered by two of Sutherland’s school already .
"They don’t usually eat each other though,’’ 
Sulherland says. “They only take the Odd nibble, ' 
heir regneraiivc powers are amazing,” he added, 
“One day a piranha will have a chunk out of its back 
and two weeks later you won’t even notice it.”
Sulherland tries to make sure he feeds them every 
iwo days. Their normal diet consists of chopped beef 
hearts, brine shrimp, the odd goldfish and herring 
when he has some bait left over after fishing. put 
a whole herring in The tank one evening,” he said, 
“and when 1 returned in a half an hour, there was 
only a skeleton left,”
Sutherland’s piranha are four inches long but they 
can grow up to 12 inches. He’s selling his 85 gallon 
tank and hopes to buy a 350 gallon one where he can 
breed piranhas up to a length of eight to 10 inches.
WE FACTS AS WE SEE !T...
Editor,
The Review, Sir:
By resolution dated April 
26th, 1976, the Council of 
the Municipality of North 
Saanich agreed to support 
our application to have our 
lands removed from the 
agricultural land freeze.
The Land Commission 
rejected the application, 
stating that if our property 
was released from the 
ALR,’’ the svhole 
surrounding area of- like 
ca pab i li t y wo ul d u 11 i m at el y 
justify removal as well.”
This decision was ap­
pealed and a hearing held at 
which the principal 
evidence consisted of the 
reports of Mr. A.L. Reid, 
soils specialist employed by 
the V Department ; of
Pentecostal 
Assemblies Meet
flic 31st niennial General 
Coiilcience ol 1 he Fen- 
iccosial Assemblies of 
Canada met August 24-29 
in Calgiii s, Biisiiicss was in 
the I’alliser Hotel and night 
rallies in the Jubilee 
.'\uditoriuin,
e Diamond an- 
nivcrsaiy of graniimt a
federal charter to The 
I’entecostal Assemblies of 
Canada was also celehratet' 
during this Cotiferenee,
.Atiettding was Rev. and 
Mrs, C.A. Barker of the 
Sidney I'enieeostal ehureh 
on l(l.U>4 McDonald I’tirk 
Road,
FranklinFIREPLACE
A siti,11-11 III!, wtuul IniMiiiUI 
(ii>‘(iiiiri- iiiiu 111!,us III a
i‘llM lall'll' IMClll l(Ul.ll fill' 
i.iiai',-1 miii't. vO'ii'i I! yni; (',111
0 ( i.li’St'i'n Will'll
li'i’ ,‘i
til' rUi'a,' Cii'-ii'ini III i''|ll.:U'i'
.tV.I.i.l'llll I- 114’ l.l.li 1(1.1'().
un(| (iinii tliU (.I'llli'il I'f 




Ask nimul tnir I iieplnee'Furntiee Convciniltiii - 
Many (Hlii'ninlls tii dufose frum,
tiiKliiional m jimungfl'"'" 
mil (umaious UKe n mmtwn 
tiM!|ii.uti',i Ihc Blflju Irank 
tin Siiivc HimtlR imnuiifullv
vviih a I'CiiKUl (liicoi m «c-
c«ini6 thi' mmlmn A wood 
hiiii ir-.a <,t<:ivi' hw .r wanvi 
I ou'lnriatiln .inmosnt''U «' 
1, (Ih.iy ll.hWlilllll
Agfrcu 11 u re, afidf o f'; N o r- 
man Putnam; ,'. an 
agroriomist, of many years 
experience. Mr. Reid’s 
report . recommended that 
the property remain w'ithin 
tile ALR for the following 
reasons: •
(a) With special 
managment, the soils could 
achieve a high agricultural 
capability.
(b) There existed the 
potential for the con­
solidation of our property, 
with property lo the north 
of significant size and 
similar to our property, as 
well as consolidation with 
properly to the cast, all of 
which could be managed 
under the same system.
Mr. Putnam’s report 
stated that the land should 
he removed from the ALR 
for the following reasons:
(a) The soil had lo'iv 
eapahility for agrieultural 
purposes.
(b) The limited acreage, 
plus the rapid development 
of the lands surrounding 
our properly alhuvcd no 
potential for developmeni 
of onr properly as a viable 
eommereiai farm unit.
I'hc l.and Commission 
rejected onr tippeal. ae- 
cepiing tbe evidence of Mr, 
Reid as to the potential for 
the use of our land for 
agrieiiluiral purposes. It 
was clear from the com- 
ments made by the 
piemhcrs of llie I,and 
A'oiPi'tission at Ihe hearing, 
that tlie eonsolidation of 
onr pi'opeity with the laiuls 
to the not ill and cast was as 
imporlaiil a factor us its 
poieiilial iigl'icultuial 
eapaeity.
Ill Jamiary of 1978 the 
applicalion by Ihe Town of 
Sidney to have tlie land 
lying to tlie north of onr 
properly eschided from the 
Al.R, was appi'overl by 
Cabinet. The proposed use 
of this propuny is for 
mobile homes.
In .-Spril ’be
propeiiy King to the east of 
out propens was remvoeil 
fiomilicAlTC 
Since there is now no 
possibility of i.’onsolidaitn,(i 
onr proiieiiy with the 
piopeities to whicli Kir, 
Reid had referred, we 
wtoie to the •Vurii'uliiirfil 
Land Commission <iii May 
5ili, 197.H to ask lhat it 
reeorisirler tuir application
for removal of our property 
from the ALR. This ap­
plication was approved, 
because, as the Commission 
said, “the- capability for 
agriculture was outweighed 
by the likely negative 
impact from surrounding 
lands which were soon to be 
developed for residential 
and other urban uses”.
Upon learning of this 
decision by the Land 
G o m ni i s s i o n , N o r t h 
Saanich Council reversed its 
decision of two years 
earlier, to support our 
application to the Land 
Gommission. This decision 
was taken in complete 
ignorance of the rea:sons 
why the Land Gommission 
agreed toc the i removal of 
our : property ( frorri’TThe
, ALR T for according to The 
“Colonist’’^ of July 18th,
,1978, Alderman Sherwood 
is quoted as having said as 
follows: “for no reason we 
can sec, the Commission 
did a 180 degree aboutface 
and s'iiid the land could go 
out of the ALR. Who’s 
putting pressure on them?”
These remarks by 
,Alderman Sherwood are 
quite irresponsible.
The reason why our 
properly was excluded 
could easily have been 
obtained by him, by either 
directly phoning the Land 
Commission or hy having 
■ this information obtained 
through the Municipal 
Clerk. His apparent failure 
to take this minimal steps 
suggests either a careless 
disregard for the facts 
which should support a 
decision of an elected 
official, or the .seizure ofaii 
emotional issue in which 
fa-cisate unimportant.
The latter explaiiaiioii 
seems probahle, because in 
the ab.enee of fact-. 
Aklenniin Sherwood was 
able to ask wlio was pnUiiig 
pressnre on the Land 
t'onimission. Had he taken 
the lime to find (uii what 
the fact were, he wonk 
have found Tliai the 
decision of the I,and 
Coiiimission was inado 
tiiuler the picssme only of 
omTeiier of May 5lh, 1978,
T he lesnlis of Alderman 
Sherwood's eomnienls have 
led iis fo conehule that we 
are personally being tit- 
tucked or we are in the 
mitidle between some 
political figlii with the 
Provincial government, The 
merits of whether this land 
should he retained in the 
freeze or luu luive been 
emirely lost, It is cleat I'rom 
Mr, Reiil’s report that the 
soil on our properly has no 
pn,'scnl capacity for 
agneulniral use, apalT 
peihaps from the grazing of 
livestock,
I Living hiui livestock on 
Ihe property, we vciy much 
doubt that our ncighhouis 
will wish to espeiicncc any 
(ih'IC ill.Ill we did, liie llie 
which surrounded our 
house during ihe summer. 
1 hat problem was so bail 
ilmi we goi nd ol the 
livestock. 1 he soil only has 
,aii agi iciiluiral capability if
proper management of it is 
provided which according 
to Mr. Reid, would include 
the following steps:
(a) the drainage of the 
lower areas of Cowichan 
soils through a system of 
open ditches. Both Mr. 
Ried and Mr. Putnam 
agreed that the soil on the 
property is a poorly drained 
Cowichan clay loam. 
Flowevcr while Mr. Reid 
thinks that it can be 
drained, without regard to 
cost, Mr. Putnam states in 
Ills report that because, of 
the surrounding sub­
divisions it would be dif­
ficult and inconvenient to 
install a proper tile drainage 
system required to prevent 
excessyvinter flooding. Mr. 
Putnam goes on tq. say thap 
both t he vviiit ef' flopdi hg 
and the limited summer 
rainfall in the Saanich 
Peninsula, restricts the ,use 
of our land for agricultural 
crop production.
(b) To incorporate 
organic material into the 
upper plow layer, either 
through green manuring or 
through the addition of 
livestock m a n u re s. 
According to information 
given to ns, it would require 
the addition of a total of 
2(X)0 tons of niaiiurc evenly 
over the property 
throughout the year over a 
period of 5 years, to make 
any impact on llie liard- 
packed clay loam. Our 
informant doesn’t suggest 
even that this amount of 
maiiiire is available.
commercial farm unit and 
as such, should not be 
designated as agrieultural 
land suitable for farm use 
under the interpretation 
and the intent of the Land 
Commission Act.
Even Mr. Reid in his 
report stated that the extra 
management needed plus 
the urban encroachment 
which is occurring has 
forced our property into 
non-agricullural use. When 
wc discussed his report with 
him, Mr. Reid
acknowledged that he Was 
looking ahead 50 years 
When lie suggested that it 
had' an agricultural 
potential. He . also stated 
however' that the high 
taxation on properties such ; 
. asi our.s. will .not ehequrage' 
TitsT'agrictiliuTaT ;u5^. : 'We 
quite agree, .since our taxes 
have increased- ' from
$132.57 to$1,258.47. : ’ ,:T
Our decision made in 
1976 to apply to have our 
land removed from the 
freeze was made because 
the British Columbia 
Assessment Authority 
removed the farmland 
classification from the 
property. I'hc acreage 
would not support a suf­
ficient number of cattle to 
justify the farmland 
dassification, and wc didn’t 
liavc the money or the time 
to provide the special 
management which Mr. 





If it is avajlablc, are our 
neighbours likely lo put up 
with the aroma of fresh cow 
manure, Wc are ecrlain that 
out proposed neighbom.s to 
the north in Sidney would 
not enjoy a following 
somhcrly breeze, li is more 
probahle than not than any 
attempt lo piovide an 
adequate quantity of cow 
nuimiro would eiiliei result 
in onr being sued fur 
nuisanee. or so many 
complaiiiisTo Coiineil ihal 
Cotmeil miglit well wish the 
laiuls had been left out of 
the freeze its ihey now are.
.Avoidance of working 
the soils too early in the 
Spring while they are sii|| 
too vvet, Again as, Mr 
ITiinam points out, a 
seiioiis resirieiioii on crop 
production.
Deep plowing lo break up 
(he eompitcied layer,
This latter suggestion 
hriugs Ul' the question of 
ci'si. Mr, Reid states in liis 
report that ”it is admitted 
llial special inanagement is 
nccdcil for these soils” aiul 
“foi maximum prodiiciion 
management, costs arc 
high". Onr inlormalion
suggests that wc could 
expect a minimum cost of 
$llXI,(K)0,()0 vvithotil mtieh 
assuianee lliut the 14.4 
iIslc , ol p.r.lUlcHliid Y.iii lie 
used for any viable 
agiieiiltmiil piiiposc, Mr, 
Putnam's report is lirm in 
ins conclusion that our 
property has no potential 
for development, as a
1. Why has no one on
Connell lalkcd to us. 
'vViih representative 
government and since we 
are taxpayers in tlte 
eommunity, someone on 
Comieil sluuild have had 
the eoiuiesy to diseuss 
the facts with us hefoie 
m ;i k i It I! veiled
suggestions of improper 
pressure,
2. Did anyone on Council 
discuss this question 
with the l.and Com­
mission, hefoie thejelleu 
hy Ml, Riinkin was 
wriiieit to the Vieioriti 
Dttily Times.
3. Given the reason lor the 
release of om lands from 
the Al.R, why didn’t a '
. member of Council in ! 
his iiulividtial cnpaeiiy
■ apply to appeal the 
decision of Cabinet 
removing tlte land within 
Sidney from the ITceze.
4. Ihe com me It Is of 
Alderman Sherwood are 
an aliaek upon Bh' 
iniegiily of tlie 1 and 
Commission, vvhicli 
made its decision to 
lemove our hiiul.being 
fully aw,lie of all of the 
fneis and baekgiomul 
relating jo om land and 
our applications, A 
number of oilier ap­
plications hiive been 
imule III Noitli Saanicli 
to have land removed 
Ij'iim the free/c and 
liiose vleeisioiis hy the 
Land Commission havt? 
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Tliree Hotufs Maxinmm Survival Time In Local Waters
By JOSHUA PERLMUTTER
The prototype of equipment used to rewarm 
victims of hypothermia is being produced in 
Sidney.
Sidney Sheet Metal has been working with a 
technician from the University of Victoria, 
making the parts for an inhalation rewarmeri 
The device will use propane-heated water to 
produce steam.
Rescue teams equipped with the inhalator will 
be able to rewarm hypothermia victims by 
allowing them to breathe the steam.
Hypothermia is the lowering of the inner body 
temperature which severely reduces blood 
circulation and impairs normal body functions. 
Sidney’s hundreds of boaters and fishermen are 
particularly susceptible because of the 
possibility of getting dunked in the chilly 
peninsula waters.
In vVater of about 10°C, 
ihc average temperature for 
local waters, the skin and 
peripheral (external tissues 
become cooled rapidly but 
it takes 10 to 15 minutes 
before the temperature of 
the heart and brain begins 
to drop.
Cooling time is based on 
the size of the person. For
an average 150-pound male 
about three hours is 
maximum time one can live 
in local waters. An 80- 
pound, 10-year-old may last 
half as long due to the 
generally smaller body size. 
Women, although they 
normally possess slightly 
more fat than men, usually 
cool faster because of their
SiOI^EY T.V.-RADIO 
SERVICE Cil^TRi
BEACON PLAZA MALL 
656-5421
mm YOUi OWi BEEF
MKE IT REALLY PAY!!
With a big docile, easy calving CharoHais 
COW. Male calves reach 1300 to 1500 lbs. in 
one year. Excellent meat.
generally smaller body size.
The predicted survival 
time in cold water can be 
extended in a number of 
ways if the potential 
hypothermia victim has a 




The inhalation rewarmer, 
for example, will eventually 
be a sophisticated piece of 
equipment for professional 
rescue teams. But steam 
from a kettle directed under 
a makeshift hood over a 
victims head can be nearly 
as effective.
Biologists from the 
University of Victoria 
(UVic) have conducted 
more than 1,000 
experiments, using 
themselves and volunteers 
as guinea pigs, on 
hypothermia and cold water 
survival.
They’ve collected more 
scientific data on 
hypothermia than anyone 
else in the world and have 
developed a number of 
products designed to fight 
cold.
Dr. John Hayward heads 
the team.
“Hypothermia is a 
neglected aspect of water 
safety,” says Hayward. 
‘‘It’s too late to prepare 
once you’re in the water. 
Avoiding drowning is easy, 
avoiding hypothermia is 
not.”
Hayward has found that 
people wearing lifejackets 
in cold water have a better 
chance of surviving long 
enough to be rescued 
because they are able to 
float motionless, reducing 
the flow of cold blood to 
the brain and heart.
People who attempt to 
swim to shore normally 
cool 35 per cent faster than 
those who remain 
motionless. It was found 
that most people could 
swim only .85 miles before 
being incapacitated by 
hypothermia.
Treading water causes the 
body to cool an average of 
34 per cent faster and 
drownproofing is worse. 
Drownproofing involves 
floating with the lungs full 
of air, interrupted every 10 
or 15 seconds to raise the 
head and breathe. It cools 
the body 82 per cent faster 
than holding still with the
head, a high heat loss area, 
out of the water.
Some parts of the body, 
regardless of size or sex, 
lose heat faster than others. 
The sides of the chest, with 
little muscle or fat, and the 
groin, where the body wdll 
is thin and there are large 
blood and lymph vessels 
near the surface, are high 
heat loss areas.
CHEST IMPORTANT
The periphery — arms, 
legs, skin, etc. — will cool 
faster than the core of the 
body, but it’s important to 
devote attention to the core 
and chest.
A person who wears a 
floatation device is able to 
float in a position named 
the ‘‘heat escape lessening 
posture (HELP)” by 
Hayward.
The arms are pressed 
firmly against the sides of 
the chest. The thighs, also 
pressed together, are raised 
up to the groin. Predicted 
survival time can be 
increased by up to 50 per 
cent by using the HELP 
posture.
Some heat can be 
retained by tightening
clothing around the trunk 
and chest to reduce the flow 
of cold water over those 
crucial areas.
Hayward’s team has 
invented the UVic 
Thermofloat jacket, a 
flotation coat with built-in 
convertible shorts that help 
protect major heat loss 
areas. The jacket contains 
foam material much like 
that used in wet suits for 
scuba divers.
The Thermofloat jacket, 
which prolongs predicted 
survival time about two- 
and-a-half times longer 
than a standard kapok 
lifejacket, was named one 
of Canada’s 10 best 
designed products in a 
study this year by Design 
Canada, a branch of the 
mini.stry of industry, trade 
and commerce.
Another product that 
resulted from the UVic 
studies is the Sea Seat, an 
orally-inflated mini-raft 
that a dumped boater can 
climb aboard and paddle 
ashore.
The Sea Seat, made of 
polyurithane-nylon 
material, will hold an adult 
and child afloat. Only the 
lower lets remain in the 
water for stability. 
Predicted survival time is 
increased to as many as 24 
hours by using the Sea Seat.
The advantages of having 
items like the Thermofloat 
jacket or the Sea Seat 
aboard a boat are obvious. 
But Sidney boaters would 
be wise to learn what to do 
after finding someone in a 
hypothermic state.
DONATE HEAT
‘‘In general, it is best to 
donate heat to the core of 
the body (head, neck and 
trunk), leaving arms and 
legs alone,” says Hayward. 
‘‘Don’t rub the surface of 
the body. If the person is 
severly hypothermic 
((probably unconscious) 
handle the body gently to 
avoid jolts that may 
adversely affect the heart’s 
function.
“It is obvious, that, if 
possible, the significantly 
hypothermic victim should 
be transported to a site 
p r o V i d i n g me d i c a 1 
attention.”
Hot drinks provide heat
directly to the centre of the 
body but a person, 
particularly an unconscious 
one, can consume only so 
much.
Inhalation rewarming is 
effective but one of the 
more widely used methods 
is skin-to-skin contact. The 
hypothermic person should 
be stripped and placed in a 
sleeping bag with one other, 
two others if possible, also 
stripped.
Heat can be donated 
from the chest and other 
high-heat areas while the 
donors breathe close to the 
mouth and nostrils of the 
victims.
‘‘In this day and age, the 
boater who drowns is a 
foot,” Hayward said. ‘‘But 
the danger of hypothermia 
is the most important 
reason to maximize your 
water safety skills and avoid 
accidental immersion.”
€hez €i&ih
in Becacon MaH 





& REPAIR WORK 
ON THE SAANICH PENINSULA
CALL















ON TUESDAY SEPTEIBER 26 
' ai 12:00
Mine BY ). BURT PIANO 
AND DOOR PRIZES
A BUFFET LUNCHEON ’3^ WitL BE SERVED
RESERVATIONS RECOMMENDED mm
WEEK WITH A COPY 
OF THE SIDNEY
Death Mask Used By Doctor In 






It was sometime around 
1965 lhat an unknown 
Norwegian girl drowned 
and a death mask was made 
of her face in an attempt to 
di.scover her identify.
Shortly after Dr. 
Asmund Lacrdal, a Nor­
wegian ancslhc-siologist, 
used this death mask for llie 
face of a model he was 
developing for use in 
teaching life saving 
techniques.
Tlte result of Dr. 
Laerdal's work is Rcsusci 
Anne, a mannequin 
familiar to anyone who has 
ever taken a water .safety or
a Cardio Pulmonary 
Resuscitation (CPR) 
course.
Tlic Rcsusci Anne used 
by the Panorma Pool 
bcloiig.s 10 I lie Sidney St. 
John’s Ambulance Division 
and was purchased for them 
by the Lion’s Club tluce 
years ago. St. Johti'.s lends 
it to the pool, to Rimpac 
Divers Club and use.s it in 
tlielr First Aid Classes,
Anne is used to teach 
people the proper method 
of mouth-to-mouth 
rc,su,scitatlon. It can also be 
used for practice in cardio 
pulniotiury resuscitation
but cannot be used for 
exams. CPR Anne’s Aiines 
arc specially equipped with 
lights that .show when chest 
conipre.ssion is correct.
CPR technique involves 
pressing Ihc heel of your 
hand on the .subject's chest 
to compress the heart 
between your hand and the 
backbone. 'I'his compresses 
tlic heart to simulate 
heartbeat, When a person 
has had a heart attack, the 
blood slops flowing to the 
brain and this causes dcalli 
or serious Injury. By 
pumping blood to the brain 




LOCAL NEWS AND VIEWS 
FROM YOUR COMMUNITY 
NEWSPAPER ON THE 
PENINSULA 







Enjoy quiet comfort in a modern Hotel 
pleasantly located by the water.
28 NEW ROOMS, FULL DINING 
L'ACILITIES AND COFFEE SHOP.
656-1131
at the foot of Beacon Ave., Sidney 
TAKE OUT ONLY






TRY OUR HANNIGAN SPfcSCIAL 
BURGER
OUR BUNS ARE FRESH DAILY 
FROM SIDNEY BAKERY 
HEAVENLY FRIED CHICKEN 

















FOR SUBSCRIPTIONS PHONE 656-1151
;v ■








Flat, airablc land, cleared 
and fenced. Unique 2 year 
old home, far below 
replacement value. 2325 sq. 
ft. of living space which 
includes living room with 
fireplace, family room, rec. 
room, 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, 
well designed balconies for 
outdoor living. Top quality 
construction throughout. 
Must be seen to be ap­
preciated. Priced at only 





3 bedrooms, full basement, 
2 fireplaces, easy access to 
100’ of beach. One of the 
best waterfront buys today. 
Drive by 8213 Lochside 




'2136 WEILER . 
1267 sq: ft., 3 bedrooms, 
living and family rooms 
with enclosed patio off 
Family room. Attached 
garage with storage ■ room 





















Builder of your future 
HOMES from $45,000.00 - 
fellturinf>- 
•Tliermo Windows 
*8 '/i ” insultitioii ill ceiling 
•5 yciir liisiircd Warrtuily 
•or will build custom 
Ask us about purchasers 
participation plan or if your 
thinking of moving to a 
smaller iiouse.




Li f! REAL ESTATE?
THINK
ESI.I9U 







Beautiful small ranch, over 
11 acres with nine stall 
barn, covered swimming 
pool. Six bedroom modern 
house, beautiful gently 
sloping property, riding 
track around property. 
Many other extras. All this 
and centrally located on 
Saanich Peninsula. Listed 
at $205,000.00. Great 
opportunity for large 




SMALL OFFICE or Bochelor 
$125. monthly. Heat, light, 
included, in Sidney. 3R2-4030.
TWO BEDROOM apartment. S250 
mon. 2292 Henry Ave. 656-5087. 38-1
THREE BEDROOM Duplex, available 
Oct. 1st, $257. per month. 10109 
Pleasant St.. Sidney. Phone 656-6956 
or 388-4311 (Royal Trust Company). 
38-1
FORALL YOUR 




Res. 656-2023 or 
656-6151
SIDNEY REALTY LTD. 
MINI FARM 
87,500
Delightful 5 acre property 
in North Saanich with a 2 
bedroom full basement 
pan-a-bode home. Fully 
fenced with a creek through 
the property. MLS.
MARYLAND 
We are pleased to offer 3 
lovely homes in Sidneys 
nicest area. One has 2 
bedrooms upstairs with 2 
more down. Large lot. 
Asking price is $68,500 
MLS. The second home has 
3 bedrooms up with a rec 
room, 4th bedroom and 
sewing room down. Big 
sundeck with conservatory, 
$69,500. The third house 
has 3 bedrooms up with 
more down, 2 baths,: sun 
room and rec: room. Price 
is$68i5b0;lMLS;; ^ ^ 
:7:'::'7V:NO'STEPS„.! v-:;
S32,i(M)0 to $55,000 
We currently haye 5, homes 
available in this price range. 
All are in Sidney and have 
from one bdrm. to three 
All areMLS. ; :
MARINA PARK 
Very comfortable, one 
bedroom unit with balcony. 




MOBILE HOMES ~~ Never before 
Savings like this. New 12x68 Mobile 
Homes. 2 or 3 bedroom, $13,995.00. 
Cal! Collect 596-1111. Westlawn 




OFFICE SPACE AVAILABLE im-
ediately in Sidney. Suitable for 
professionol. 602 sq. ft. Second floor 
obove Toronto Dominion Bank, 656- 
141. 14.,f
38-1
TWO BEDROOM apartment. $250. 
month. 2292 Henry Ave. 656-5087. 38-
BRENTWOOD > FURNISHED home. 2 
bedrooms. 2 baths, automatic heat, 
fireplace, October-April. Adults with 
references. $300 plus utilities. Phone 
652-3428. 38-2
RESIDENCE NEAR Tribune Boy, 
Hornby Island for rent. Fully 
furnished. Price negotiable. Owner 
moving to Central America. 
Caretaker on the premises. Contact 
Carl H. Martini. 335-2334. 38-1
ATTRACTIVE. NEW, professional 
office. 301 Hollingworth Block, 2453 
Beacon Ave. Appointment to view. 
Phone 656-1246 . 38-1
NEW THREE bedroom. 1 '4 baths, w-w 
throughout, drapes, stove, fridge, 
wosher/dryer. dishwasher, $450; 
Mon. Sidney. Available Nov. 1st. or 
Dec. 1st. Pet welcome. 385-9580 or 
656-2608. 38-2
MISC. FQR SALE
REFLECTIONS: Nearly Now Shop. 
2448 B Beacon Avo., Alley behind 
Bea«.on Barber. Nearly new clothing 
for the entire family. 25-tf
100 SINGLE GLAZED ALUMIMUN 
WINDOWS sires 2ft. x 2 ft. 6 inches, 
tip to 10 ft X 3 It 6 itTchos Piicod Itom 
SO (X) to $25 00, 656 6656.
HELP WANTED NOTICE
1 5 11
ORNAMENTAL CEDAR trees, three 
and four feet high. 75c each: heavy 
bearing strawberry plonts, 15c each: 
fresh tomotoes. beets, cabbage and 
apples. Good doors and windows. 
Your price. Insulation. 656-3071. 37-2
FOR SIDNEY AND BRENTWOOD, best 
clean black loam. 7 yards $61: 4 yds. 
$41: no. 1 straight old cow manure. 7 
yds., $48: 4 yds., $36. 595-0773 . 37-4
LIGHT GOLDEN green sofa-bed. $250. 
Excellent condition. 656-7007, 38-5
SPALDING TOP FLITE matched 
woods. 1, 3 and 4, Excellent
condition, priced right for quick sole, 
$50,656-1441. 39-1
FROST FREE, white, 16 cu. ft. Viking 
with 144 !b. freezer. Nearly new. 
Excellent running order, $350. 656- 
1360. 38-1
DECORATIVE INTERIOR wrought iron, 
seven foot high plant stand with hand 
made posts for seven lorge plants, 
$150: holf original price: rotten 
swivel chair from Ego Interior. $95; 
antique brass and copper tea pot on 
stand, $65. 656-4838. 38-1
HOUSE FULL OF FURNITURE, 
appliances and knick-knacks. 
Everything will be sold including 
Ceramics, dishes, etc. Deluxe woter 
bed. one of a kind lounge, bor and 
stools, much, much more. Come over 
and browse, Saturday and Sunday all 
day. 1710WainRd. _______ .38-1
MISC.. WANTED
TWO BEDROOM furnished, 
waterfront home. North Saanich. 
October-April, $450. Phone 656-4148.
38-1
BASEMENT BACHELOR suite, in 
Sidney. Fully furnished, all utilities. 
Wall to wall carpet and Cablevision. 
656-1891. 38-1
FURNISHED ROOMS wit! be available 
in Brentwood Bay area, commencing 
Oct. 1st. for couples only. 652-2234 
ofter 5 p.m. 37-4
sm S5TATF 
mm TO asHT
CEPEX SCIENTIST seeks furnished 








Owner Wilf Dorman gives 
personal attention to all 
orders. Phone 656-4754
SIdTjEV ROTOVATING, 50 iTiit, 
Rotovotor. Prompt courteous sorvico. 
656-1748. If
AGENCIES















The last on Marcltant Rd.
near the sea, treed, ser­
viced.
2-6100 sq, ft.-$23,000







.Sea Views, park-like 
garden, privacy arc only a 
few of the outstanding 
features in this adorable 
three bcthooiu home across 
Ihc road froiu tlie 
wutei'froln in one of tlic 
Peninsula's inosi desirable 




Siitall, cozy two bedrtmin 
home in Sidney with fenced 




,lusi one block from sea, 
lliis two bedroorn four year 
cheery borne with extra 
bedroom in basement, has 











I’tim# lofollon In Sidney, THRIVING 
nUtlNtlS. A(,|)iok. 470 »q. (t, o| 
*poc«,
■Small enough to be inanooed by one 
P«f*on,
■loroo enough lo generote tub 
tlnnlkil Income, : 
l.imtf, Initinett only JZS.OOO,
Tof detolli, pleote coll 
JIM PARK 5iR4-n07S 
pager 493
M. 8TAPELIS 3n4 n07S 
pager 506
PtiMIllSWTON, UOlMtS ITO, 
lOOOOovernmorri Si,
3a4.BIV4
FIREPLACE WOOD - lir and hard 
woods: Cedar fence posts and rails 
Phono656-4213, 36 11
DOORSI B.C.'S lowest prices! Pro- 
hung Interior, $14.90; pre-hung 
exterior, $32.00: fancy doors, $39.00 
Hugo slock I Walker's. Phono 266- 
7211, 1366 S.W, Marine Drive
Voncouvor, V6P 5Z9, 37-‘
1974 CASE 780 rubber llrod loader 
bockhoe; 944 col rubber lirod loader 
R.O.P.S. G.P. bucket: 1975 G.M.C 
tandem cob and chassis 427 < 13 
speed oir. Phono 442-3003. 30 1
iiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
TRAILERS
GOOD USED RECORDS, especially old 
45s for personal collection. 474-1071 
around suDper time. 29-tf
WANTED: KITTEN needs good home. 
Phone 656-2980. 38-1
WANTED: SOCCER BOOTS, size 6. 
Also for sole, Pool rock, cues, boils, 
cub uniform shorts, shuffleboord, 
barrel pump. 9x12 wall tent, 9x15 
two room tent, 656-3630. 38-1
WANTED: GOOD HOME wanted for 
well trained eight month oldGermon 
Shepherd pup. 656-2777. 38-1
WANTED: WARDROBE, medium size 







The Corporotlon of tho 
District of Central Soonlch
P.O.Box 26 
Soonichlon. B.C.
VOS I MO 
LABOURER
MAINTENANCE PERSON 
Applications are invifetl lor 
employment as Lobouror- 
Molntenofico Person for tho Public 
Services Department. Salary $6.92 
per hour plus usual benefits. Tho 
successful applicant will bo expected 
to work in all phosos ol tho 
DepartmerTt, iticluding sowers, water 
and related public works. 
Requirements include cleon driving 
record, (class 3 with air ondorsomont 
preferred). Local applicont given 
preference as omorgoncy coll-out 
duty may be required.
COAAMITTEE FOR Western Indepence, 
5008 - Station 'B', Victoria. B.C. A 
strong voice for western Canoda. The 
facts support it, reason demands it. 
Join us now. Apothy kills. 38-1
Former Cabinet Minister speaks for Unity
AUTOS S BOATS 
FOR SALS
The following statement 
was presented to the Task 
Force on Canadian Unity 






Pleose forsvord applicalions to the 















PERSON OR COUPLE lo handle 
Banking, mailing. administrative 
duties for Sidney moil order. Fishing 
Products Co. Work from your home. 
Ideal for retired persons. Write Box 
P. Sidney Review. 30-1
SIDNEY CAR MART
JOURNEYMAN ELECTRICIAN. Evans 
Products requires two journeymen 
electricians for our monufacturtng 
operation located 25 miles west of 
Kamloops. Successful applicants 
should hove T.Q, or inter-provincial 
ticket. Please reply to P, Hollinon, 
Box 127, Sovona. B.CIC. VOK 2J0. 38-1
BUY IN SIDNEY 
&SAVE 
on
New & Used Cars, 
Trucks, Motorcycles & 
Recreation Vehicles.
i am appearing today 
before the Task Force on 
Canadian Unity because, 
above all else, 1 believe in 
the unity of Canada. 1 
believe that Canada is One 
Country and that 
Canadians are One People, 
i believe that this concept of 
Canada is shared by 
millions of Canadians who 
are today dismayed and 
confused by the divisive 
concept of duality being put 
forward by the federal 
government.
FULL TIME position ovaiiable for 
quolified glazier and aluminium store 
front man, will assist moving to right 
porty. Phone Northern Glass, Grande 
Prairie, Alto. 532-4711. 38-1
JOURNEYMAN OFFSET pressman 
required. Letter press and bindery 
experience an asset. Contact Mr. T. 
Fair, Peerless Printers Ltd., 1172 
Battle St., Kamloops, B.C. or phone 
372-3373. 38-1
COME IN AND SEE OUR 
LARGE SELECTION OF 
CLEAN, USED CARS.
SIDNEY GAR MART
ONE EXPERIENCED licensed mechanic 
ond one autobody mechanic. Phone 
762-4141 (ask for Vito) or 762-2919 
(ask for Boris) or write Box 2099, 
Banff. Alta. TOLOCO. 38-1
9757-SthSt. 
Phone 656-2432 
Dealer No. DO 1591A
GUIDE LEADERS are needed (or 
Keating area Central Saanich. 658- 
84 84 afterS p.m; 38-1
17 FT. JAY 8ENFORD design 
Ferrocement Catboat Hull. Almost 
ready for plastering. Owner moving. 
Offers. Phone656-6814. 30-1
REGISTERED OR graduate nurse part- 
time for life insuronce poramedic 
exams. Sidney and Peninsula. Ca 
required. 478-0461. 38-1
1974 AMC CAMPER SPECIAL, heavy 
duty, P.B.. P.S., camper window. 4- 
speed. Dual batteries, radio, stove, 
excellent shape with canopy. $4,300. 
652-5585. 38-1
G0M1N& SVENTS
DON'T LET THE HEAT AND traffic 
spoil your day., I make pick-up ond 
deliveries from'^Sidney to Victoria and 
return each morning. Bill's Express, 
656-3331 days:^6-1358 evenings. 32- 
tf ■ ■■'.f'
CARPENTER seeks jobs of any kind, 
large or small. Renovations, ex­




S(i limy (jnd •■.ui u 
GlukI vvotkinuiwl 
pi ll fw N«-'w
— Duith LaM(K»..apot 
uyciiu avtiilahlo for 
Imy district 
p ol I t'osonoble 
owns iiiuiMtuitianco
imiocj You tumio i| 
f <11 Into estiinolos. Col
vv<' will do it 
6f^)6 SAtr 3'tl
HOUSES: Additions. Renovations. 
Cohlnets ond Furntiuro, Design and 
Constiuction. Norm Friosen 656-1708.
_____ 2tf
SIDNEY
k' 'U 'vtii' >1. 
U.'. l/.l.M,
ROTOVATING. 5D inth 
I'lompt siuHii'Oui. sorvico, 
12 If
ALL PHASES
Choi los Vciuli in
OF GARDENING.
656-1595.; 9.tf
WILL DO TYPING at homo In the 
evenings. Phono 652-2234 after 5 
p.m. '  37»4
EXPERIENCED PAINTER. Inside or out. 





EXPERIENCED MOTHER willing to 






“Vancouver Islantr.s most 




6459 Patricia Bay 
Hwy. 652-3941
iiiiiiiiitiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
PART-TIME HELP on an "on-coll" basis 
Is required by Phllbrook's Shipyards 
to work In ottr flhorglnsn shop No 
oxporlonct? necessary. Anyono in- 
torestod please apply in person only 
Tuesdays belwoon 3:30 and 4:30 at 
2324 Hnrhour Rond. 36 3
DISCERNING ADULTS - shop 
discreetly by rnoii. Setid S2.00 for ouf 
latest fully , illustrated catologuc of 
marital- aids for both; ladies and 
get>tlemen. Direct^ocition. Marketing; 
Inc., Dept.' U.K.,V P.O. Box 3268, 
Vdheouvod ; B.C; V68:3X9.;'^ ;,
26 FT. BRANDLMYER cabin cruiser. 
110 h.p. V-8, (Ford), inboard motor, 
fresh water cooled. Sleeps six. Toilet, 
sink, stove. $9,500 or nearest offer. 
Phone 656-4603. ; 38-2
1975 CAMERO, 350 Auto. P.S., P.B.. 
Silver, black interior; excellent 
condition. Phone: 652-4775. 38-1
BINGO: K of P Hall, every Thursday 8 : 
p.m. Everybody welcome. 23-tf
LAW CENTRE — LEGAL AID Clinic, 
Monilays 1 :*15 p.m., to 4;30 p.m.’ 
Appuinlinents otily. Phone 656-1247.
9'--tf ■ ■ f
TO SUB-LET, 22 ft. moorage space at 
Westport Morino. Good until Morch 
31 St. What offers. Phone 656-6960. 
38-1
ARTEX EMBROIDERY, paints and 
Hobby products display. St. Aldan's 
United Church, 1691 Broadmoad, 
Victoria. B.C. Sept. 22, 10 a.m. - 8 
p.m. 37-2
1964 JEEP Wagoneer, 4 wheel drive. 
New clutch, new brakes, rebuilt 
motor, $1500.00 or best offer. Coll 
Jack Reynolds. Ganges Auto Marine. 
SaltSpring Islond. 537-5509, 38-2
FETE 6 LIVESTOCK
FRENCH IMMERSION schooling. 
Parents inleroslod In Kindorgorlen 
Sept. 1979. Soonlch School Dislrict 
No. 63. Contact 652-5501.• 652-3358. 
38-6 '
NEXT OPEN WATER SCUBA course 
starts October 2. 1978. Details coll 
Rimpac Divers Ud., 98t8-5lh SI., 
Sidney, B.C. 656-6313 . 38-2.
BRENTWOOD COMMUNITY Club, 
WollocQ Drive. Turkey Bingo, 
Mondoy, October, 2nd. 7:30 p.m, 38-2
THE SIDNEY HANDICRAFT GUILD, 
every Monday at 1 p,m. in Margaret 
Voughon-BIrch holl, Third St., Sidney. 
Guests and now members wolcomo. 
Various crotn, 38-1
NEXT ADVANCED OPEN wotor scuba 
course storls Oclobor 7. 1970, For 
clolalls coll Rimpac Divers Ud., 9810 • 










REWARDING, PROFITABLE, porMlme 
orriploynront ovoilublo, Apply Son 
Eninrptlsos, 20-7390 Wesl Saanich 
Rd,, R.R, 2, Snanichlon, B C.VOS IMO, 
38-1
SIDNEY AND NORTH SAANICH
Community Hall assoclollon, General 
mooting. Wednesday, September 
27lb, 7:30 p,m, in Sanseba Hall. All 
wolcomo, 38-1
FEHSQKALE
ARTEX omobroldorY, palms and 
hobby prnilurts display. St. Aldnns 
Llnilod Church. 1691 Broadmoad, 
Vicloria, Septortrhor 77, 10 a.m, ■ 8 
p.m. 37-7
MORTGAGE LOANS promptly 
arranged anywhere In B.C. Inlor­
malion and rofornneos on request, J, 
D, Phillips Capitol Corporollon, 10673 
KInfl George Highway, Surrey, B.C, 
V3t 2X6. Phono 580-0411 cloys or 585- 
1603 evenings. 15-lf
The government preaches 
unity but practices duality!
This government- 
appointed task force is itself 
an unfortunate example of 
duality. Why does the task 
force have two chairmen? 
Having two chairmen 
symbolizes duality, and 
duality is not the road to 
unity.
Our two chairmen, Mr. 
Robarts and Mr. Pepin, are 
both known to be 
competent and experienced 
men. if either one of them 
was chairman, we would be 
closer to unity than we are 
with both of them. Canada 
is one country and if the 
government really wanted 
to symbolize ‘‘One 
Canada’’, this task force 
should only have one 
chairman who is, above 
everything else, a 
Canadian!
At the request of the task 
force /staff, I have 
submitted some material 
that covers part of what I 
will be speaking about 
today. This is contained in a 
speech which 1 gave in the 
House of Commons a few 
weeks ago. The public 
response, which 1 have 
received from all parts of 
Canada, has been 
supportive and
encouraging. In fact, it is 
primarily because of this 
widespread support that I 
am here today.
Therefore, the first point 
lhat 1 want to make is that 1 
arn appearing before tlte 
task force on unity, not so 
much to express my own 
views, as to speak on behalf 
of the many Canadians who 
have written to me about 
Canadian unity. A small 
part of this public reaction 
that 1 am referring to has 
been included in the 
material which 1 have given 
lo all members of the task 
force.
history will record that the 
present federal government 
has made, al least four 
fundamental mistakes in 
nation building — not just 
little mistakes, but 
fundamental mistakes.
The first mistake, and in 
some ways the most serious, 
is to try to build Canada as 
a partnership of two 
founding races instead of 
building Canada on the 
unity of all Canadians. 
Canadians should realize 
that the concept of two 
founding races is a myth. 
All Canadians are builders 
and founders of Canada 
and it is wrong lo suggest 
lhat there are only two 
founding races or two 
founding peoples.
The second fundamental 
mistake is to believe that the 
increased use of French 
language will somehow 
increase national unity. I 
am certain that most 
Canadians want unity and 
will do whatever is 
necessary to achieve it. But 
let us not make the mistake 
of believing that what is 
needed to achieve unity is to 
encourage still greater 
national use of a minority 
language. This is the 
divisive policy that has 
already brought us to where 
we are. More of the same 
will only increase division, 
not create unity.
As Canadians we respect 
the use of any minority 
language as a cultural 
language, as a family 
language and, above all, as 
an individual language. We 
respect and welcome the 
French language as the 
largest minority language in 
Canada. Our difference 
with government policy, 
and , if is an important 
difference, i is that we do 
believe that French is, or 
can be, an equal national 
language.,;
It is important for all; of 
us to understand the 
difference between 
individual bilingualism, 
which is essentia! to 
Canadian unity; and 
national bilingualism, 
which is the primary cause 
of national disunity.
It is unfortunately true 
that language differences 
intensify other national 
differences. National 
differences in the economic 
area are common to all 
countries. Of themselves, 
they would never be the 
cause of national breakup,
but only subjects for sci ioi; 
debate. Dirrcrcnces o 
opinion about the strengt 
of the economy, aboi 
tariffs, about IVcighl rule" 
about conirolliiig inflatioi 
all of which would norma 
ly be mailers for health 
argumem in any progressis 
society, are magnifictl oi 
of all proportion by the on 
serious cause of divisio 
created by the demands I'o 
anguage equality.
Whenever Ihc I'cdcr 
government lakes wd 
meaning steps to sii eiigiln. 
the French language, sm, 
as passing the OITici 
Languages Act, lire result 
not increased uniiy. 11 
result is the opposite ( 
unity.
The only answer, as I sc 
it, is for all of us lo accej 
the reality of Canails; 
which is that we have on 
national language and on 
regional language, and nr. 
Iwo equal natiouii 
languages.
We must al! try I 
remember that we ai 
nation building, no 
province building, and (In 
if Canadians arc to aehiev 
their destiny as one peopU 
Canada must ultimately b 
united by language and no 
divided by language.
A third fundamenta 
mistake has been to bclicv 
that increasing the power o 
the Quebec governmen 
would encourage Quebec tt 
stay in Confederation. Al 
of us wish to achicvi 
national unity and i 
accommodations of thi: 
kind would achieve unity, 
know that I, for one, \vouk 
be advocating this course o: 
action. But all of oui 
experience to date and all ol 
the evidence, poinlSito tin 
fact that increa.sing the 
powers of the /Quebec 
government rc.sults only ii 
strengthening Quebec 
nationalism, aiid not, as 
hoped, in /strengthening 




SUNDAY, OCT. I/7S 
9:30 TO 4:00




COTTAGE BY THE tIAi wolth th»' 
Ceiiiw* tome ontl ye. 3 herlroom no 
(ouniialinn hou*o with T P, oiikinn 
Wrsno Olive ly, 9647 l.,tf 
Iililney. then phone owner at 6!i6'i 
t79'l r til opwiill'liuiilt lo tut, iruig*.
I / It ,
m.YOO. WIktTKR RIACC, Sidney, 
lhi»i hetlioomi, (an'iull* mailer 
Iwiiroom), larg* llvlnadlnlng urea,
fnmpletely (inlihe.t rumpyt fo.'ri-.
hirg* btdioom, lull bothruom 
l^^lwnlloi('», T«nt»d backyaivl, doubla 
Miporl, fruit lrii*i. Hot wolar haot, 
tharmopopa glut* throughout,
Mrs i /jrl!» i rirti.iy-t r j.nQ H n ir«»>( I, i
Phono tsir 4874, ,18.;
tHiriTTKm6oM“7andonUttiumT^
awnor, immodintn ottuponty, 
Aiklnt)$'J‘J,*>OO.I'hitn»654 4653, CKM
QUALITY WOOD HEATERIi Ulelot ot 
Norway, Polll Godin ol Fiance, 
Krotna cumblnotlan
Hwatei. FIrepInre, Sovo energy, burn 
wood. Write Mllei Induttrleit, Bon 
916116, Weil Vancouver, B.C, V7V 
.IPa, .38 1
OARAGR lAtli 9(121 Ruithnvnn 
Dilve, fildney, Sulurdny and Sunday, 
Sepl, 23 ond 24. 9:00 a.m. ■ 4,00 p.m, 
Bnby il»m», Gendron ctirnmip*, 
•Itoller, cfll), »wlriu, walker, 
ploypen, rlolhet, etc. MIcf. Furrrllure 
anti hciunetinld itemn. Gonri 
condlllon, .38.1
DON'T MIM the great garng* nnle. 
Oil lank, imell appllancei. ond loti 
mote, Sept, 23.34. Corpot ot Amheni 
ondFlIibSt, 3(l-1




uiru’ A Ptr>i 
666.6814,
I III, ..'(.-I'd
lINGLI BID (tame, »ptlno, maliten 
ond henefboord, GchkI fondilldii, only 







Applicalions are Invllud trum cudahly 
qualdled poriionii lor Ihu potlllun nl 
Co.ordinalot ol Sot vice*. Thin U on 
udminlUtnllve position undnr Iho 
gomirol nuporvUlon ol (ho Socmlary. 
Tromiuinr and Supinlntnmlnnl at 
Phyvltol Plnrit, Tho luttouiilul 
applicant would hn retpannihlo lor 
Ihu Ditlrkf* hus iraiiHpannilon 
cycttim, purchmlng, hullding iior.utllv 
and cornmundy u»o nl lacllilli.ii., 
Pinvun ndminlchnllvo ohillly and 
o.porUini:® Cl inaulroim'iid. Salary 
fcmge 1978 $l6.9(X)lc>$lrt,400. 
./vpplIttilUin liirm« und |ubdiisi.riplion 
Inimn are nvnllnhlu tram tlm Sr honl 
Board OKtro, 9731 Third Slro.il, 
Sidney. H.C.. leluphomt 656.1111. 
Clo*ing dale for applitiiiinnn I# 13 
a’clDi-k nuon, Friday, SnpKimliui 
2Jnd.1978.
R 5 liHiram 
Suiinimy-Ttimmtut




teaulred lor 'Smllh »ub oKlco 
I’lepnratiori and eeperlence In Piihlir. 
Hnollh preterred. Sam* lienlmenl 
l.t,(,IU; .11.1.1,1.1,1. ir{,ll,l;,rt.!l,.!
to, Oirecinr, Alhoha«c« Health Und 
P.O, Bn* 1140, Alhahtni.0, Alpv, TOG 
OBO, Phone I . 675.’J2.3I, 3'7
Ttuf""6i'irHPiA^rHEFi*vrs»fc;'»
uiy.ililly iHuniuU lui ll.u Ui uiiii|Hiiu 
'0.6 Anyv,ny latlurv. Mnke mnnny 
Sov.r tile! 210(1 Weid 4lh Av.i 
Vtiiuuuver, V6K IN6 I'hnnu /.’If,
YOUR FINANCIAL FUTUREI Send 
•.lompixl rolurn adf.hni.ii onvelapo tor 
dnlalH lo' C. Barnnc, Bov I59. Slallon 
'A', Vancouver, B.C. V6C 2M3. 38.1
AUTO WRECKING lowing hu»lnnsii, 
Dwiilllna OMito, Shops, Warohoino, 
Sloth. SCiO.OOe rnlnlmum down or 
whni hove you. Vendor Loll or loa»e. 
Wlllmmi. lake llnolly, 392.41 17, 35.4
FREE KNITTING LESSONS continue 
Ihroughoul Fall, KohoA Wooltralht, 
'W40-511181.656 2276, 38.ll
yiNVlDECK IN$TAtl.ATION$ LTD.
'wllh btniHhoii ihroughoul B.C, ha» a 
donlotiihlp oprminn In ihU area. We 
will iKiin Olid yulde you. Lorn up lu 
$40 (inj hour. Small InvoLlmual 
riiaulied. Phono274.0463. 37.2
EARS PIERCEDi ulnlnleiis iduol tludii.
Phono656 5403. IIMI
It is obvious that a task 
force on unity would not 
have been appointed and 
none of us would he here 
tcTclay if Canada was not in 
serious trouble, Before we 
can find onr way out of our 
difficulties, and achieve 
iriic riatioiuil unity, wc iiiust 
determine what went 
wrong,
VANCOUVER ISLAND, fjpporlunlly 
tar a drofUmnn In purthano long 
iHloidl'di.-d Hnmu Plans hiismuHS In 
Omwlng ccimmunlly. Slock Plon* 
provide siwarly cash huame. 
Slundlcanl giowlh palunlial. Owner 
wishes lo iiiliiu, Runtuiiahly pilcnd. 
Si.inous imi|uiiliis Ui Biis 598, 
l■llll<svill«l, (I.C, V0R25a, 38.1
MHOUEBMEMTS
SCHWAOIY tlorn la Fionk ond 
Myrno, n lirolhei Itii Nadine omt 
Paul, 7 111* ;l ors Pnlei Frnneisrus, 
Sepiemher !'2, 19'7II, Our sincero 
llifinli* to Di r.R Hlyas nod Ihe 
11101.11 nily stall nl Royal Jubilee
ri...p.ifii 'Ml
Wl WOULD I IKE TO Ihnnk the many 
(iTendi nod rmlghbors tar coids. 
llHiii()lds nod dpnds shown In eiur 
leient loss (d o beloved trIend th* 
i-i<* r';,'«ii,,...r4‘, ■i.ii.-', r,
Green, Jiie I Dell, Jean S Haiel. Mr. 
imd Mis, Tylei, Mny, Rosti* Tiny, 
Guciigina Hainson, L A lo Ruyol 
C.imidinfi Leguin, Sidney: Dogwood
b.l.'i. Slul,. 1 ...l':, ol.d
i.iipenaMy tn .Aichdeaion R.B. 
Moisr.(iei,T Or t, ledherter Mr 









THURSDA y, SEPT. 2 / 
7;0(l • IMunning for Ri’dieim'iil No. 1 
Isei'iLon Tut'stla5saf(i'r (his dale]. 
7:J()-Siiuniclil(in Fair
TUESDAY, SEPT. 26
7;()(» - IMimiiing for Redreinoat No. 2.
7;.10 - Camosoa Todu.x,
CHECK THE WEATHER SCAN 
TUESDAY AND THURSDAY 
FOR FURTHER PROGRAMMING.
In my jutlgment, we did 
not arrive where we are Just 
by bad luck, I believe ilial
PROFIT
RAISING EARTHWORMS
Csn You Answi-r "VrS" lo Thitsr- Qiu'stii'ns'
1 Ot) kiH4 Ilk#’ r*ni.nq Itirvi’b k’
9 Do • l»t»*in»ttl» i4 yinif otatl*
■1 hd WKtfl D’lHI'rttpfd |»I (••Hi* Id* '>i’'e‘'‘ 
4 Oil yiHi ItAvei a tvH k y utl'd'siti lisnd'
PERH/M'S YOU CAN BECOME A WORM GROWl/R!
If Aceu'trb rvs At iU)iH;.:t.tt, wr
* (’rc\|i.Rsifm4l r.inrl.’trir'e •






Consignments arc now 
for future auctions
being accepted
linnliure, I lttUNeluiK.1 tiiuuK, ‘\ppliiUK'c"i, 
Antiques. TooR. Spoiling Goods I'uiuics’ 
.Icwelleiy. Silverw iire uiul litie-a.lli up
ACT 7'ODA VI SEND FOR YOUR FREEliROCHURtY
Ssnd rumr. rulitrrss, phnns, rtru rleiinn nl Isr iliiivs )i'i
-J-MWlOrihL.ei:!23SSr’*!5?iS2!!'2'
• (WfeMA.rrMMlim »rts>» (til) »S4-TS2r
NVe Will llu> for rash or .Vpiiraist- 
For .Aiu’don
The Ne.xf vl uction 11 ill 
Be field IVednesday, Sept. 27 
At 7:00p.m.
'mmm
Finally, the fourth am 
most serious mistake is t
.believe that enlrenchin 
additicrnal French languag 
rights in the Consiiuiiioi 
and granting to Quebee ; 
perpetual veto over al 
future changes in th. 
Consiitutioii of Canada 
will somehow help to ereai. 
national unity.




I?:,' ,.'ij; : -'i ■
Contractors





Renovations - Concrete 
Placing - Driveways - 





SIDNEY HULA DANCERS are (left lo Elsie Malion, Evelyn Goodrick and Erna 
right): Mabel Flow, Elizabeth Godbehere, Speck.
Works budget studied
Discussions on public 
works in tbc inunicipaliiy, 
parks and recreation, and 
the proposed revisions in 
the Coinnuinity Plan 
bighliglucd the bi-inontlily 
meeting of Central Saanicli 
Ratepayers’ A.ssoeiation. 
Special guests at the first 
fall meeting, ehaired by 'fed 
Clayards, vice-president, 
were Aldermen Percy 
Lazar/., Dick Sharpe and 
George MacFarlane,
Aid. Lazar/., public 
works committee'chairman 
for Central Saanich 
Council, told the assembled 
ratepayers that the total 
public works budget for this 
year is $438,409. He 
pointed out that it was 
policy to restrict the public 
works budget to the 
previous year’s but it had 
been increased by $15,890 
for 1978.
In describing some of the 
projects now underway or 
in the planning stage. Aid. 
Lazarz indicated that 
$10,000 would be spent on 
widening Keating 
Crossroad to 80 feet. He 
also said that Verdier Road 
on east side of West 
Saanich Road will be
finished with tbc 
municipality and tbc 
developer of the compic.x 
located there ctich paying 50 
per cent of the costs.
Referring to some of the 
controversial discussions 
r e g ;i r d i n g concrete 
sidewalks versus natural 
walkways in the 
municipality Aid. Lazarz 
said he was personally in 
favour of cingincered 
walkways alongside the 
main roads. He pointed out 
that any time engineered 
sidewalks arc put in by the 
municipality it was by 
demand of the peojilc in the 
area concerned and he gave 
as an example the sidewalk 
in front of Keating School.
In reference to the 
upgrading of West Saanich 
Road in Brentwood Bay 
area Aid. l.azarz told the 
ratepayers that the 
municipality’s share of 
costs was $155,.300.
Aid. Sharpe, chairman of 
parks and recreation 
committee, in his addre.ss to 
the meeting explained how 
the monies allotted for 
parks and recreation is 
spent within the 
rnuhicipality with the main
thrust being to have 
volunteers set up programs 
tc' meet the express needs of 
the iicople in the 
community. 1he budget for 
this is $38,(XK) fioni which a 
total.of about $7500 w:i.s 
nscii for summer sliidcnt 
help, leaving close to 
$31 ,(X)0 out of which comes 
the salary of the program 
co-ordinator and assistant 
co-ordinator, and the funds 
to cover space^ rental and 
nominal costs for the 
programs. He further 
mentioned that the 
recreation department is 
interested in receiving new 
ideas for suitable programs.
.‘X I d . Mac F a r I a n e , 
chairman of subdivision
and zoning committee, gave 
a detailed preview of the 
three chapters to be added 
to the Community Plan 
slated for a public hearing 
Sept. 26. The proposed new 
chapters are concerned with 
transportation, staging and 
d e e I o p m e n t and 
environment management.
In other association 
business brought up at the 
meeting the
recommendation was made 
to send another letter to 
Premier Bennett requesting 
a reply to a previous letter 
sent in May. In this first 
letter Central Saanich 
Ratepayers Association 
requested that the whole of 
Saanich Inlet be preserved.
PIONEER GIRLS
In order to meet in their 
new church building at the 
new Sidney Bible Chapel 
across from Ca|)ital Mart 
on 5tli Street, Pioneer Girls 
have postponed their first 
jneeting of the seitson until 
ruesday, September 26 at 
6:30 p.tn. when a “Pow 
Wow” will be held to in­
clude legist iiition and a 
corn roast. Girls ' from
grades 3 to 8 arc welcome. 




A1 d e r m a n E1 c a n o r 
Sowerby has been 
appointed chairman of the- 
1979 Sidney Days Comm- 
•'ittce.
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 9 a.m . to 9 p.m. Daily
10 a.m. to 9 p.m. Sundays
WEST SAANICH RD.
across from the Brentwood Post Office
























Wir>dows • Floors 







Government coitiluKl lethnltian 
wHit 35 yrnts e«peiiefKe ir^ 


















New Homes & Cabinets, Custom 
build Remodelling, Additions 





All types brick and block work, 
new fireplaces or repair your old 








VIctorio.B.C. V8T-1G8 3B2-3011 |
Indii.strial - Residential 
Commereial Wiring 
Poles anil line Work
Qualily 
Workmanship 



















CRAICI SMAR T'S 
CAR CLINIC
tunn-up,
Tor good iionost 
pspor.iolly in caib, 
oU.’Ctfical A exhaust.






Renovations, Cabinets and 
other typos of woodwork






”14 years of guaranteed 
floor laying ex­
perience.”





NEW HOME? MORE POWER? 
We Specialise In Lino Work.
656-8040
Pager 388-6275 ^756
Prompt ond roliahic soivico calls 
at roasoiToblo rates or bring in 
your T.V. or sfoioo on your way 
to lowtT.
Open from 9 to 5 




Hot Water Heating 


































”Big or small : 







•plowingcultivating . & 
rotovpting
•blade work f ‘
•postholes ; ‘V
;,»brusl'»cultihg;c.v;;X':;,';'.,7.,,,..'rc''''"
, •bockhoe service L
Follow Canora to Airport 
Industrial area entrance and tlien 
follow signs to Gov’t Air Sorvicos 
Branch. Wo ore right opposite.






1842 Keating X Rd. 
652-1808
We make custom built 











Marine Auto fi Sofety Gloss 
Window Gloss - Mirrors 
Windshields Ihstallod - 
insUranceClaims, ' : I 
Promptly Handled > ,:




Residential, Commercial and 
Golf Course Construction.
6955 West SoanichRd, 
Brentwood Bay
Glen Williams 652-3323
1 PORK SAUSAGE $ii 19 HAM $1 191 MAPLE LEAF , L LB. MAPLE LEAF Shank-end 11 LB. 1
HAi STEAK $1189 SIDE BACON 1291 1 MAPLE LEAF Centre Slices j L LB. FLETCHER'S BUDGET 1 lb. Pkg. JL
! CROSS RIB ROAST $1i 29 HEAD CHEESE $ i 091 CANADA GRADE ’A’ J L LB. SCHNEIDER’S 12 OZ. Bowl J L
1 [cooked HAIW
I 1 SCHNEIDER'S 6 oz. Pke.
B 19
L
BLADE ROAST Blade $ 1
CANADA GRADE 'A' removed ]179L LB. 1
j 1 MEAT PIESschneider’s^ MARGARINE mj 4 Varieties, 2x8 oz. Pkg. BLUE BON NETT 3 lb. Pkg. .
GREEN PEAS TOMATO SOUP j y olAt1 SNOWCAP frozen 2 lb. Bag IQ CAMPBELL'S 10 oz. Tins^/ y
QUICK OATS $ ■1 39 TEA BAGS $d169j j ROBIN HOOD 2.25 KG. Bag i TEA THAT DARES 120’s Bag iL
‘ INSTANT COFFEE $1 MAXWELL HOUSE1 Large 10 OZ. Jar (limit 2)
499 FACIAL TISSUE Afscon Large Box 200's 3 ^ [
i SOAP PADS Ayrmi: BLUEBERRY PIES $-149js.0.s. Pkg. ID’S £ / 1 MRS. SMITH 26 OZ. each ,
COOKING M i1 Am BROCCOLI n Ad:
[ONIONS NO. 1 «^LBS.i: LOCAL FRESH *3 3 LB.
; APPLES ^I At GRAPEFRUIT q , g\tGt











22 years plumbing 
experience in B.C.








.r-tsiowriAi. o»ejT«ai,'.Tiw <»' rovjJiTurx
. H. C. Plumbing 

















. , » H J . T-- ^ ,1, ^
Sidney;
Drirwqll. Rtnoygtloni. Be

















Rriorl/’Mix r;i>ii<rtUi», Sniul'Oroli\. 



















’ COMIMT.U JANIlORIAl services ; 
Iron HOME ROiriCE.
388-6275 pager 470 
evenings 658-5331











.lET SIMIAY UlNHls 
Sliiimpooorhyllaiul 














COMMfRCIAl nt SHTINIlAl '
iKM.IolmRd,
656-2692
Oulfk ■ Tilly ■ f flSclfcnt
M.J. SUTHERLAND
Palming 



















PRO P A N e ltd




I’encc I’osts, Digging, 50 
in. Uoiovalor. Proinpl, 
Coiirleoiis Service, 
6.56-1748




I A( TORY At THORI/I D ULPAIU SHOP 
O.M.C. SHUN DRIVE ’ .lOHNSON ANO 
E\ IMO 111 OETIIOARDS, Ml 10 10 ISI R
smumirim:.
IViivv.l io S.iiiii i|,i\ s H ii.m, ' 6 p,n\,
MANS, MOIJISON, "11nni ERS
Ti l SINfl Ai CO ON THE WALL"QUAiny) (ilRTIhtU inntdop
GlNlPAt ACT CmihANT!, tKlliaQWrAiNtlltO
.i04-y//5 t onr th St,
Sidney. B.C, 656-5.15J 656 3190
BiH/diiH' Work li ticking







vnnr.diivof IwLvmIy tto lg • ■pan-abode
flito ofloIntO CEKlai homot t
•'Htni Cofi.TE Dill y Hn.ad 
ViGoria, B G. V«P PN4 
|(')04) .177-1032
Send $2,00 f«>r full tatlotir enliilogue ctmHiliihiK 
ei»in|ili'le iiiiorinuOoii, dmwiiigv, lloor i>h>iin A |
prlee*,.
mm

